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ARTICLE I  INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 

Bozel S.A. and Bozel, LLC (collectively, the “Debtors”) submit this disclosure 
statement (the “Disclosure Statement”), pursuant to the provisions of title 11 of the United States 
Code (the “Bankruptcy Code”) and applicable non-bankruptcy law, with respect to the Debtors’ 
Amended Joint Chapter 11 Plan of Liquidation for the resolution of outstanding Claims against 
and Interests in the Debtors (as it may be further amended and modified, the “Plan”).  Unless 
otherwise noted, all capitalized terms used but not defined herein have the meanings ascribed to 
them in the Plan. 

The following introduction and summary is qualified in its entirety by, and should 
be read in conjunction with, the more detailed information and projected financial statements and 
notes thereto appearing elsewhere in this Disclosure Statement together with any relevant 
Exhibits. 

1.1 Disclosure Statement Enclosures 

Attached as exhibits to this Disclosure Statement are copies of the following: 

� The Plan (Exhibit A) 

� Liquidation Analysis (Exhibit B) 

� Non-Exhaustive List of Causes of Action (Exhibit C) 

1.2 Purpose of the Disclosure Statement 

This Disclosure Statement is being transmitted to, among others, holders of 
Impaired Claims against the Debtors that are entitled to vote to accept or reject the Plan (Class 
1A- General Unsecured Claims against Bozel S.A. and Class 1B- General Unsecured Claims 
against Bozel, LLC). 

The purpose of this Disclosure Statement is to provide creditors with information 
that (i) summarizes the Plan and alternatives to the Plan; (ii) advises creditors of their rights 
under the Plan; (iii) assists creditors entitled to vote in making informed decisions as to whether 
they should vote to accept or reject the Plan, and (iv) assists the Bankruptcy Court in determining 
whether the Plan complies with the provisions of chapter 11 of the Bankruptcy Code and should 
be confirmed.  This Disclosure Statement contains important information regarding (a) the 
Debtors’ history; (b) developments in these chapter 11 cases; (c) the Plan, including a summary 
and analysis thereof; and (d) considerations pertinent to acceptance or rejection of the Plan.  This 
Disclosure Statement is designed to provide holders of Impaired Claims that are entitled to vote 
to accept or reject the Plan with adequate information to enable such holders to make a 
reasonably informed decision with respect to the Plan prior to exercising the right to vote to 
accept or reject the Plan.  All creditors are encouraged to read this Disclosure Statement and its 
exhibits carefully and in their entirety before deciding to vote either to accept or reject the Plan. 
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1.3 Only Impaired Classes Vote 

Pursuant to the provisions of the Bankruptcy Code, only Classes of Claims and 
Equity Interests that are “impaired” under the Plan may vote to accept or reject the Plan.  
Generally, a claim or interest is impaired under a plan if the holder’s legal, equitable or 
contractual rights are changed under such plan.  In addition, if the holders of claims or interests 
in an impaired class do not receive or retain any property under a plan on account of such claims 
or interests, such impaired class is deemed to have rejected the Plan under section 1126(g) of the 
Bankruptcy Code and would not be entitled to vote. 

The Bankruptcy Code defines “acceptance” of a plan by a class of claims as 
acceptance by holders of claims in that class that hold at least two-thirds in dollar amount and 
more than one-half in number of the claims that cast ballots for acceptance or rejection of the 
plan. 

Section 1129(b) of the Bankruptcy Code permits the confirmation of a plan 
notwithstanding the nonacceptance of a plan by one or more impaired classes of claims or 
interests.  Under that section, a plan may be confirmed by a court if (i) at least one class of 
impaired claims accepts the plan and (ii) the plan does not “discriminate unfairly” and is “fair 
and equitable” with respect to each non-accepting class. 

In addition, if any Impaired Class of Claims or Equity Interests entitled to vote 
will not accept the Plan by the requisite majorities provided in section 1126(c) of the Bankruptcy 
Code, then the Debtors reserve the right to seek to have the Bankruptcy Court confirm the Plan 
under the cram-down provisions of section 1129(b) of the Bankruptcy Code. 

Under the Plan, Allowed Administrative Expense Claims, Priority Tax Claims, 
Non-Priority Tax Claims and Allowed Fee Claims are unclassified, Unimpaired and will be 
satisfied in full.  The acceptance of the Plan by Holders of these Claims is not required and the 
Debtors are not soliciting their votes.  Holders of General Unsecured Claims against Bozel S.A. 
(Class 1A) and General Unsecured Claims against Bozel, LLC (Class 1B) are Impaired under the 
Plan and entitled to vote.  The Debtors are asking that all holders of General Unsecured Claims, 
whether against Bozel S.A. or Bozel, LLC, vote to accept the Plan.  The Plan cancels pre-
Petition Date Intercompany Claims (Class 2) and Equity Interests in Bozel S.A. (Class 3A) and 
Equity Interests in Bozel, LLC (Class 3B).  Holders of pre-Petition Date Intercompany Claims 
and Equity Interests will receive no distribution under the Plan, and are conclusively presumed to 
reject the Plan. 

1.4 Committee Supports Confirmation of the Plan 

The Plan and this Disclosure Statement reflect a series of compromises and agreements 
made between the Debtors and the Committee on behalf of the unsecured creditors of the 
Debtors.  As set forth below, the Debtors and the Committee request your vote to accept the 
Plan. 

A summary of the compromises and agreements made between the Debtors and the 
Committee and set forth in the Plan include the following terms:  
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(a) Plan Administration Fund.  On the Effective Date, the Debtors will 
transfer to the Plan Administrator the Plan Administration Fund and any other remaining Cash of 
the Estates.  

(b) Allocation.  The Plan Administration Fund will be allocated $400,000 to 
Bozel S.A. and $100,0001 to Bozel, LLC.  The Plan Administrator will establish two accounts, 
one for Bozel S.A. and one for Bozel, LLC.  

(c) Tax Returns.  Out of the Plan Administration Fund account of Bozel, 
LLC, the Plan Administrator will pay the fees and expenses incurred for preparation and filing of 
tax returns for or on behalf of Bozel, LLC for the period from the LLC Petition Date through the 
Effective Date; to the extent that such fees and expenses are paid prior to the Effective Date the 
amount of such payment will be deducted from the Plan Administration Fund account of Bozel, 
LLC.  The Debtors and the Committee will have agreed on a tax preparer and such preparer’s 
anticipated fees and expenses, and the pre-Effective Date filing of tax returns to the satisfaction 
of the Debtors.  To the extent that tax returns for or on behalf of Bozel S.A. or Bozel, LLC have 
not been filed for the period through the Effective Date, the Sole Director will be vested with 
authority to approve and file such returns after the Effective Date.    

(d) Expenses of Administration.  The Debtors will have authority to pay all 
expenses of administration including Allowed Administrative Expense Claims and Allowed Fee 
Claims as long as the Plan Administration Fund will be available on the Effective Date.    

(e) Excess Cash.  The Plan Administrator will disburse any Cash of the 
Estates in excess of the Plan Administration Fund in satisfaction of Allowed Administrative 
Expense Claims and Allowed Fee Claims in accordance with the directions of the Debtors prior 
to the Effective Date or pursuant to an Order of the Bankruptcy Court.   

(f) Assignment of Causes of Action.  On the Effective Date, all Causes of 
Action of Bozel, LLC will be deemed assigned to Bozel S.A. such that they may be pursued by 
the Plan Administrator on behalf of Bozel S.A., in full and final settlement of any and all 
Administrative Expense Claims that may be asserted by Bozel S.A. against Bozel, LLC.2      

(g) Cooperation.  The Debtors’ representatives including the Sole Director 
and the Debtors’ counsel and financial advisor will reasonably cooperate with the Plan 
Administrator in appropriate transition and in support of the Plan Administrator’s administration 

                                                 
1 Pursuant to sections 7.3(b) and 7.3(c) of the Plan, the $100,000 cash transferred to the Plan Administrator may be 
reduced by up to $50,000 if required Bozel, LLC tax filings are prepared by BDO and are filed on or before the 
Effective Date of the Plan; if BDO prepares and files the returns on or before the Effective Date, then BDO shall be 
paid for its tax preparation work in accordance with its revised retention agreement and cash transferred to the Plan 
Administrator shall be reduced by the amount of BDO’s charges for the tax preparation, not to exceed $50,000.  If 
the tax filings are made after the Effective Date, the Plan Administrator will pay BDO for the tax services rendered, 
not to exceed $50,000. 

2 For purposes of settlement with the Committee, the Debtors estimate that BDO and Greenberg Traurig performed 
services arguably attributable to Bozel, LLC, which total approximately $90,340 and $432,737, respectively.  These 
professional fees have been paid out of the Bozel S.A. Estate.  Bozel, LLC is assigning the Causes of Action to 
Bozel S.A. to, inter alia, reallocate value to the Bozel S.A. Estate.   
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of the post-Effective Date Estates.  Reasonable out of pocket expenses will be agreed upon and 
reimbursed.   

(h) Allowed Claims for Professionals for the Debtors.  The Professionals for 
the Debtors will have an Allowed Claim of $500,000 in Class 1A.  After the distribution by the 
Plan Administrator to the Creditors holding Allowed Claims in Class 1A and Class 1B totaling 
$900,000 (exclusive of the Allowed Claim of the Professionals for the Debtors), the 
Professionals for the Debtors will thereafter share, pari passu, with the Creditors holding 
Allowed Claims in Class 1A until the Professionals for the Debtors are actually paid in an 
amount not to exceed $250,000, upon which such Claim will be deemed fully satisfied.    

(i) Objections to Claims.  All objections to Claims will reside solely within 
the Plan Administrator’s discretion except that the Debtors’ professionals with residual claims 
will have the right to object to Claims only upon: (i) notice to and no objection by the Plan 
Administrator, or (ii) order of the Bankruptcy Court.   

(j) Plan Administrator Compensation.  The Plan Administrator’s 
compensation will be as set forth on Exhibit A hereto. 

(k) Disputes.  Any disputes with respect to Section 7.3 of the Plan will be 
heard before and determined by the Bankruptcy Court.    

ARTICLE II  OVERVIEW OF THE PLAN 

2.1 Introduction 

The Plan is the product of the effort by the Debtors, after negotiation with the 
Committee, to develop a plan that will enable Creditors to receive the maximum recovery 
possible in this case with the consent of the Impaired Classes. 

THE DEBTORS BELIEVE THAT THE PLAN WILL ENABLE THEM TO 
MAXIMIZE THE RECOVERY TO THEIR CREDITORS AND EQUITY INTEREST 
HOLDERS AND THAT ACCEPTANCE OF THE PLAN IS IN THE BEST INTERESTS OF 
THE DEBTORS, THEIR CREDITORS AND EQUITY INTEREST HOLDERS.  THE 
DEBTORS THEREFORE URGE THOSE PARTIES ENTITLED TO VOTE TO VOTE TO 
ACCEPT THE PLAN. 

2.2 Summary of Distributions 

Under the Plan, Claims against and Equity Interests in the Debtors are divided 
into Classes and will receive distributions and recoveries (if any) described in the table below. 
The following table briefly summarizes the classification and treatment of Claims and Interests 
under the Plan. 
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Class 

Sub-

class 

Type of Claim 

or Interest 

Estimated 

Amount of 

Filed / 

Scheduled 
Claims

3
 

Estimated 

Recovery 

Entitled 

to Vote 

Unclassified N/A Administrative Claims $0
4
 100% 

No 

Unclassified N/A Priority Tax Claims $0
5
 100% No 

Unclassified N/A Fee Claims $860,965
6
 100%

7
 No 

1A Bozel S.A. General Unsecured Claims $24,507,128 0.00 % - 1.65% Yes Class 1 

1B Bozel, LLC General Unsecured Claims $12,179,951 0.00 % - 0.82% Yes 

Class 2 2 Pre-Petition Date Intercompany Claims $9,989,278 0% No 

3A Equity Interests in Bozel S.A. $0 0% No Class 3 

3B Equity Interests in Bozel, LLC $0 0% No 

 

ARTICLE III  OVERVIEW OF CHAPTER 11 

Under chapter 11 of the Bankruptcy Code, a debtor is authorized to reorganize or 
liquidate its business for the benefit of itself, its creditors and interest holders.  A goal of chapter 
11 is to promote equality of treatment for similarly situated creditors and similarly situated 
interest holders with respect to the distribution of a debtor’s assets. 

The commencement of a chapter 11 case creates an estate that is comprised of all 
of the legal and equitable interests of the debtor as of the filing date.  The Bankruptcy Code 
provides that the debtor may continue to operate its business and remain in possession of its 
property as a “debtor in possession.” 

The consummation of a chapter 11 plan is the principal objective of a chapter 11 
case.  A chapter 11 plan sets forth the means for satisfying claims against and interests in a 
debtor. Confirmation of a plan by the bankruptcy court makes the plan binding upon, among 
others, a debtor, any issuer of securities under the plan, any person acquiring property under the 
plan and any creditor or interest holder of a debtor. 

A plan and a disclosure statement containing adequate information of a kind, and 
in sufficient detail, to enable a hypothetical reasonable investor to make an informed judgment 

                                                 
3 As of the date hereof. 

4 This does not include the administrative claim filed by DGM Et Associes, the French law firm that provided legal 
services to Bozel Europe post-petition, in the amount of $96,843, which is anticipated to be subject to objection.  

5 This does not include the priority tax claims asserted by the New York City Department of Finance against Bozel 
S.A., which is anticipated to be subject to objection.  

6 This figure may be reduced pursuant to Section 7.3 of the Plan. 

7 Subject to Section 7.3 of the Plan. 
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about the plan may be disseminated to the holders of claims against or interests in a debtor in 
connection with the solicitation of their vote to accept or reject the plan under certain 
circumstances. 

ARTICLE IV  DEBTORS’ HISTORY AND BACKGROUND 

4.1 The Debtors 

Bozel S.A. is a company limited by shares (a “société anonyme” or “S.A.”) 
organized under the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg, and registered with the Luxembourg Trade 
and Companies Register under the number B107769.  Bozel is a holding company which, at the 
time of its Chapter 11 filing, owned substantially all of the stock in Bozel Mineração, S.A. 
(organized in Brazil) (“Bozel Brazil”) and Bozel Europe S.A.S. (organized in France) (“Bozel 
Europe”), and continues to own Bozel, LLC (organized in the state of Florida). 

Prior to the sale of Bozel Brazil and Bozel Europe to Japan Metals & Chemicals, 
Co., Ltd. (“JMC”), as described fully below, Bozel S.A., through its three operating subsidiaries 
on three continents, was a worldwide leader in the sale of calcium silicon (“CaSi”). In fact, 
immediately preceding its filing for bankruptcy protection, Bozel S.A. sold over 40% of the 
world’s CaSi powder output.  Bozel Brazil and Bozel Europe are manufacturing companies.  
Bozel Brazil produces primarily CaSi and cored wire, which is an industry-preferred ingredient 
in the production of high quality steel and steel alloys.  Bozel Europe produces primarily cored 
wire.  Bozel, LLC formerly marketed and distributed in the United States the products produced 
by Bozel Brazil. 

Bozel S.A. is the sole member and manager of Bozel, LLC. 

4.2 Corporate History of Bozel S.A. 

Bozel S.A. is wholly-owned by Wellgate International Ltd. (“Wellgate”).  
Wellgate is a holding company organized in the British Virgin Islands (“BVI”).  Its primary 
assets include its 100% ownerships of Bozel S.A. and PowerBras Energia Holding Ltda. 
(“PowerBras”), a Brazilian holding company with interests in coal deposits, mining assets and 
power generation equipment located in Brazil.  Though operated separately from the Bozel 
entities, certain Bozel entities have loaned money to PowerBras. 

Bozel S.A. was created by the reverse merger of Luxco and Agroline S.A. 
(“Agroline”) in February 2008.  Luxco was a Luxembourg holding company formed by Wellgate 
to facilitate the reverse merger.  Agroline was a UK Limited Company originally formed in 
2004.  In August 2007, new Agroline directors were appointed including Michel Marengére 
(“Marengére”), who was also listed as “manager.”  Shortly after the reverse merger, Agroline 
S.A. was renamed Bozel S.A. 

(a) The Bozel Acquisition Transactions 

During the period from 2006 through July 2008, Marengére purchased certain of 
the Brazilian and French CaSi manufacturing assets and operations of Companhia Vale Do Rio 
Doce (“CVRD” or “Vale”), a large Brazilian based mining company.  The CaSi business was 
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organized under several wholly owned subsidiaries of Vale, including Rio Doce Manganese 
Europe (“RDME”), Rio Doce Manganese S.A., Companhia Paulista de Ferro Ligas and Portonit 
Participacoes S/A. 

In late 2006, Wellgate executed the original stock and asset purchase agreement 
with Vale for the French and Brazil CaSi businesses.  Ultimately, the agreement would be 
amended eleven times between December 2006 and the completion of the February 2008 
acquisition of the Brazil CaSi business, followed by a second transaction in June 2008 for certain 
assets of Vale’s French CaSi operations. 

Although the February 2008 purchase of the Brazilian operations was for a stated 
price of $16.7 million, the Debtors’ forensic analysis indicates that the total amount actually 
incurred, including fees, was $20.9 million. Based on the amendments to the stock purchase 
agreement, and funding schedules included in the financing documents, cash transferred to Vale 
was $9.6 million, and an additional $7.4 million of inventory was transferred to Vale by Portonit 
Participacoes at no charge.  In addition, Agroline repaid a $2.7 million loan from Vale to 
Portonit Participacoes, for total consideration of approximately $19.7 million.  Legal and 
financing costs were also incurred in connection with the transaction, totaling approximately 
$1.2 million. 

In the second transaction, in June 2008, Bozel SA. completed the purchase of 
certain assets of Vale’s CaSi operations in Dunkerque, France for approximately $6.7 million 
bringing the total expended on both transactions to approximately $26.4 million before fees and 
expenses. 

(b) Bozel S.A.’s Operating Subsidiaries 

1) Bozel Brazil.  Bozel Brazil owns and operates a factory producing 
CaSi and ferro alloy powders in Sao Joao Del Rey, Minas Gerais, Brazil. CaSi is a potent 
deoxidizer and desulfurizer utilized in the production of high grade steels. The production 
capacity of Bozel Brazil’s three electric arc furnaces constitutes approximately one-third of the 
world’s production capacity of CaSi. 

2) Bozel Europe.  Bozel Europe operates a CaSi cored wire facility in 
Dunkerque, France.  Cored wire, filled with CaSi, is a preferred method for delivering CaSi into 
the production process at mills producing high grade steel. 

3) Bozel, LLC.  In 2007, a third Bozel subsidiary, Bozel, LLC was 
formed in the United States.  This Florida-based company was originally owned by Spearhead 
Ltd Inc. (“Spearhead”), of which Marengére is the Chairman, President and Chief Executive 
Officer, which assigned its interest to Agroline in January 2008. This entity functioned as 
Bozel’s North American sales arm, selling imported CaSi products from both Bozel Brazil and 
Bozel Europe to North American customers.  Throughout its existence, Bozel, LLC had no 
employees in the United States, instead utilizing three independent contractors to manage all day 
to day operations of Bozel, LLC including: execute and expedite sales, manage customer 
relations, manage inventory and collect receivables. 
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(c) Financial History of the Debtors 

From its inception in October 2007 until January 31, 2011, Bozel, LLC completed 
sales of CaSi materials totaling $19.2 million. Sales by Bozel, LLC represented approximately 
10% of Bozel S.A.’s total sales during that same period.  Product sold by Bozel, LLC was 
primarily sourced from Bozel Brazil.  Sales to North American customers were largely on 
standard contracted terms and receipts were deposited into one of two Bozel, LLC bank accounts 
at Wachovia Bank.  Marengére had sole control of the main customer depository at Wachovia 
Bank.  Marengére would transfer funds for the operating expenses of Bozel, LLC from this 
account to the second account, the so-called “sundries” account, from which the independent 
contractor sales team had authority to pay the operating expenses of Bozel, LLC, including their 
fees, cost of warehousing and shipping goods, and other normal business expenses. 

Over the course of its existence, Bozel, LLC received $20.6 million as payment 
for its North American sales, $2 million in loans from Bozel Brazil, $0.5 million in loans from 
Bozel Europe and $0.2 million from Spearhead.  Of the total $23.3 million received, $2.1 million 
was transferred to the “sundries” account for payment of the direct expenses of the operations of 
LLC.  From the available bank records, it appears the remaining $20.7 million of cash was 
disbursed by Marengére to a variety of recipients, not all for the apparent direct benefit of Bozel 
S.A. or its subsidiaries, and little if any for the direct benefit of Bozel, LLC.  More importantly, 
Bozel, LLC at no time repaid any of the funds due to Bozel Brazil or its export agent, 
Empreendimento Comercial Industrical (“ECIL”) for the purchase of the merchandise it sold, or 
the outstanding loans and interest accrued thereon.  In addition, Bozel Europe paid certain 
expenses totaling approximately $0.5 million on behalf of Bozel, LLC which were never 
reimbursed. 

As a direct result of Bozel, LLC’s failure to repay funds due to Bozel Brazil and 
Bozel Europe, Bozel Brazil and Bozel Europe were unable to generate sufficient net cash to 
support their businesses, remain current on raw material purchases, perform timely preventative 
maintenance, or adequately address operational issues. 

Although Bozel Brazil, Bozel Europe and Bozel, LLC each have purportedly 
made accounting entries for these various inter-company transactions, it should be noted that, 
despite requests by the Examiner (as defined below) and subsequently by the Liquidator, no 
books and records of Bozel S.A. have been received or discovered, nor are any records available 
detailing the multitude of funds transfers made by Marengére to non-Bozel entities.  It has also 
been determined that no United States federal or state income or corporate tax filings have been 
made on behalf of Bozel S.A. in either Luxembourg or the United States or for Bozel, LLC in the 
United States.  Bozel, LLC has continued to pay corporate filing fees in Florida since its 
inception.  

As a result of BDO’s initial investigation into Marengére’s diversion of funds 
from Bozel, LLC to himself and to other entities in which he holds an interest or with which he is 
aligned, the Liquidator, in consultation with his advisors, determined to commence a bankruptcy 
case for Bozel, LLC. 
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ARTICLE V  SIGNIFICANT EVENTS DURING THE BANKRUPTCY 

5.1 The Bankruptcy Filings 

On April 6, 2010 (the “S.A. Petition Date”), Marengére caused Bozel S.A. to 
commence a bankruptcy case by filing a voluntary petition for relief under chapter 11 of the 
Bankruptcy Code. 

On January 5, 2011 (the “LLC Petition Date”) the Debtors, upon the direction of 
the Liquidator, caused Bozel, LLC to commence a bankruptcy case by filing a voluntary petition 
for relief under chapter 11 of the Bankruptcy Code. 

These cases are jointly administered under the case number 10-11802 (AJG). 

5.2 The Corporate Governance Action 

Andrew D. Bickerton (the “Liquidator”) was appointed liquidator of Wellgate 
pursuant to the BVI Insolvency Act, 2003 by The Eastern Caribbean Supreme Court in the High 
Court of Justice, Virgin Islands by order dated March 9, 2010 and entered March 10, 2010.  
Additionally, by resolution passed by Wellgate on April 7, 2010, the Liquidator was appointed 
the sole director of Bozel S.A. 

On March 19, 2010, the Liquidator sent a directive by e-mail to Marengére, then 
Bozel S.A.’s sole director of record, informing him of the Liquidator’s appointment.  The 
directive advised Marengére that, with the Liquidator’s appointment, Marengére lacked statutory 
authority over Bozel S.A.  The directive further stated that Marengére should take “no actions” 
in relation to Bozel S.A. without the Liquidator’s “express authorization and written approval.”  
In defiance of these directives, three days later, Marengére executed a resolution on behalf of 
Bozel S.A. dated March 22, 2010, entitled “Consent in Lieu of Meeting of Directors,” which 
purported to resolve, among other things, that Bozel S.A. file “as soon as practicable” a petition 
under chapter 11 of the Bankruptcy Code.  On the S.A. Petition Date, Marengére caused Bozel 
S.A. to commence this case. 

On May 21, 2010, James L. Garrity, Jr. was appointed as examiner in this case 
(the “Examiner”).  That appointment was confirmed by the Bankruptcy Court on May 25, 2010.  
The Examiner performed his duties, which included the procurement and review of records 
provided by Marengére.  The Examiner’s appointment was terminated by the Bankruptcy Court 
as of October 6, 2010.  

On May 7, 2010, the Liquidator and Crastvell Trading Limited (“Crastvell”) 
commenced adversary proceeding no. 10-03249 against Bozel S.A. and Marengére seeking 
declaratory and injunctive relief (the “Adversary Proceeding”).  On August 4, 2010, the 
Bankruptcy Court issued an opinion (the “Opinion”) in the Adversary Proceeding granting 
virtually all relief sought by the Liquidator and Crastvell.  By the Order entered on August 6, 
2010, the Bankruptcy Court implemented its Opinion.  The Adversary Proceeding was closed on 
August 9, 2010.  The Order has never been appealed and accordingly has become final. 
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The Opinion and Order confirmed the validity of the corporate governance action 
taken by the Liquidator in removing Marengére as the director of Bozel S.A. and naming himself 
to that position.  The Liquidator is now the sole director of Bozel S.A. and the only person 
authorized to act on its behalf.  As Bozel S.A. is the sole member and manager of Bozel, LLC, 
the Liquidator is likewise the only person authorized to act on Bozel, LLC’s behalf as well. 

5.3 Investigation into the Debtors’ Finances 

Following the Bankruptcy Court’s Order dated August 6, 2010, the Liquidator, 
with the assistance of the law firm, Greenberg Traurig, LLP (“Greenberg Traurig”), and BDO 
Consulting Corporate Advisors, LLC (“BDO”), assessed the legal, financial and operational 
condition of Bozel S.A., Bozel Brazil, Bozel Europe and Bozel, LLC.  In consultation with the 
management of Bozel Brazil and Bozel Europe, the Liquidator determined that there was an 
immediate need for a cash infusion to ensure the continued operations of Bozel Brazil and Bozel 
Europe.  Specifically, in excess of $4 million was required to pay supplier arrearages and to 
assure continued future supply in Bozel Brazil of its two primary raw material inputs, electricity 
and charcoal.  An additional $4 million was required for maintenance and other working capital 
needs in order to operate Bozel Brazil and Bozel Europe through an expedited sale process that 
was likely to last through the first quarter of 2011.  The Liquidator, in consultation with the 
management of Bozel Brazil and Bozel Europe, determined that if at least $4 million in debtor-
in-possession (“DIP”) financing was not secured by mid-December 2010, the Brazilian 
operations, where the bulk of the Debtors’ enterprise value existed, would be in danger of 
potential shutdown leading to a likely wholesale liquidation of the business.  The Liquidator 
determined that a sale of Bozel Brazil and Bozel Europe was the preferred course to provide the 
highest returns to the creditors. 

5.4 The Sale of Bozel Brazil and Bozel Europe 

(a) Initial Marketing of Bozel S.A.’s Assets 

In conjunction with his legal and financial advisors, the Liquidator determined 
that a sale of Bozel S.A’s stock in the Bozel Brazil and Bozel Europe coupled with securing DIP 
financing was in the best interests of Bozel S.A.’s estate and creditors. 

Because it was necessary that several vital Brazilian supplier payments be made 
by mid-December 2010 to assure the continuity of operations and the maintenance of enterprise 
value, Bozel S.A. and its advisors immediately began soliciting sources of DIP financing as well 
as discussions with four entities (the “Potential Purchasers”) who had expressed an interest in 
purchasing Bozel S.A.’s assets, as well as in making a DIP loan to Bozel S.A.  Additional efforts 
to identify other third party sources of DIP financing from conventional loan sources proved 
unsuccessful owing primarily to Bozel S.A.’s geographical diversity, the relatively small size of 
the required financing, the dispersed foreign location of the assets, questions as to ability to grant 
and perfect liens in foreign countries, and the deteriorated financial condition of the Bozel 
enterprise. 

The Potential Purchasers, all of whom had significant knowledge Bozel Brazil’s 
and Bozel Europe’s business, included two strategic buyers and two financial buyers located on 
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three continents. Bozel S.A. executed confidentiality agreements with each of the Potential 
Purchasers. Each Potential Purchaser was then offered due diligence materials, access to the 
management of the Bozel entities, and the opportunity to make site visits to Brazil and France. 

On November 5, 2010, Bozel S.A. sent to each of the Potential Purchasers a 
request for a letter of intent stating the terms on which each Potential Purchaser would be willing 
to (i) make a DIP loan to Bozel S.A. and (ii) purchase Bozel S.A.’s stock in Bozel Brazil and 
Bozel Europe. All four Potential Purchasers submitted letters of intent.  Bozel S.A. and its 
advisors reviewed these offers and had subsequent conversations with each of the Potential 
Purchasers concerning their terms. 

After reviewing the letters of intent and discussing terms with the Potential 
Purchasers, Bozel S.A., in conjunction with its financial and legal advisors, determined in its 
business judgment that the offer to provide DIP financing and to purchase Bozel S.A.’s assets 
made by JMC was superior to those offers made by the other three Potential Purchasers. In 
arriving at this conclusion, Bozel S.A. determined after careful consideration of all the offers 
received that JMC offered both the most favorable financing terms, and, subject to higher and 
better offers to be solicited in accordance with the proposed bidding procedures described herein, 
the highest purchase price for the shares of the companies that were being offered for sale. 

(b) DIP Financing and the Subsequent Marketing and Sale of Bozel 

Brazil and Bozel Europe 

On December 7, 2010, the Bankruptcy Court entered the Interim Order 

Authorizing Debtor to Enter into Prepetition Credit Agreement and Granting Superpriority 

Status [Docket No. 99].  This interim relief allowed Bozel S.A. to settle its accounts with its 
electricity supplier and order raw materials to assure operational continuity.  On December 21, 
2010 the Bankruptcy Court entered the Final Order Authorizing Debtor to Enter into Prepetition 
Credit Agreement and Granting Superpriority Status [Docket No. 108]. 

On December 30, 2010, the Bankruptcy Court entered the Order Approving 
Bidding Procedures and Related Relief Regarding the Sale of Assets of Bozel S.A., and Notice 

Thereof, [Docket No. 120] (the “Bid Procedures Order”).  Pursuant to the Bid Procedures Order, 
the Bankruptcy Court (a) approved the bidding and auction procedures related to the sale of 
Bozel’s interests in Bozel Brazil and Bozel Europe to JMC pursuant to the purchase agreement 
between Bozel and JMC, dated December 9, 2010 (the “Purchase Agreement”), or to a higher 
and better purchaser; (b) designated JMC as the “stalking horse” purchaser and (c) scheduled the 
auction (“Auction”) and sale hearing (the “Sale Hearing”). 

Bozel S.A. considered engaging an investment banker to assist it in identifying 
additional potential buyers but determined in its business judgment that, given the range of offers 
it received from the Potential Purchasers, the financial capabilities and geographic diversity of 
the Potential Purchasers, and the specialized nature of the business and product, it would not be 
necessary or cost effective to do so. Bozel S.A. did not limit its sale activities to the Potential 
Purchasers, and pursued a comprehensive marketing process.  Bozel S.A. placed notices of the 
proposed sale and the impending auction in the U.S. and international editions of the Wall Street 
Journal on November 21, 2010 as well as in the Wall Street Journal’s on-line editions for a 30-
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day period also commencing November 21, 2010.  In January 2011, Bozel S.A. published a 
notice in the Wall Street Journal of the auction to be held in February 2011.  Bozel’s internal 
marketing efforts produced an additional fourteen interested parties on four continents including 
additional financial buyers as well as significant international steel industry participants.  Bozel 
S.A. signed confidentiality agreements with ten of those parties; provided due diligence materials 
to nine of those, facilitated site visits for four of the parties; and, continued negotiations with 
those four parties up until the bid deadline of January 30, 2011 and the Auction.  Ultimately, one 
competing bid was received, and, at the Auction, no qualifying competing bids higher and better 
than JMC’s stalking horse bid were received. 

At the Sale Hearing held on February 9, 2011, the Bankruptcy Court (a) 
determined that the Auction held on February 8, 2011 was fair and reasonable and conducted in 
accordance with the Bid Procedures Order, and (b) approved the sale of Bozel’s stock in Bozel 
Brazil and Bozel Europe to JMC pursuant to the Purchase Agreement.  The Bankruptcy Court 
subsequently entered the Order Approving Sale of Substantially All Assets of Bozel S.A. to Japan 
Metals & Chemicals Co., Ltd. on February 10, 2011 [Docket No. 174] (the “Sale Order”).  The 
sale closed pursuant to the terms of the Sale Order on February 17, 2011.  The sales proceeds 
were sufficient to satisfy the secured claims on the assets subject to the sale. 

5.5 Claims Bar Dates 

On March 8, 2011, the Bankruptcy Court entered the Bar Order.  Pursuant to the 
Bar Order, creditors and equity holders were required to file proofs of claims or interests in the 
Debtors’ chapter 11 cases by May 9, 2011, at 5:00 p.m. (the “General Bar Date”).  In addition, 
governmental units (as defined in section 101(27) of the Bankruptcy Code) had to file proofs of 
claims by July 6, 2011, at 5:00 p.m. (the “Governmental Bar Date”).  On April 29, 2011, the 
Bankruptcy Court entered the Administrative Bar Order, which required each creditor, claimant 
and party-in-interest seeking payment of any administrative expense claim in these cases to file a 
motion pursuant to section 503(b) of the Bankruptcy Code or an original, written proof of such 
claim or interest by Tuesday, July 5, 2011 at 5:00 p.m. (the “Administrative Bar Date”).   

Applications by Professionals in respect of Fee Claims or Administrative Expense 
Claims subject to section 503 of the Bankruptcy Code will be filed with the Bankruptcy Court 
within sixty (60) days after the Effective Date of the Plan, subject to extension by order of the 
Bankruptcy Court.  The Debtors’ professionals reserve the right to file such claims.  Any such 
application not filed within sixty (60) days after the Effective Date will be deemed waived and 
the Holder of such Claim will be forever barred from receiving payment on account thereof.  
Except as set forth otherwise in the Plan, each holder of an Allowed Fee Claim will receive 
100% of the unpaid amount of such Allowed Fee Claim in Cash after such Fee Claim becomes 
an Allowed Claim.   

5.6 Appointment of the Committee 

On November 17, 2011, the U.S. Trustee appointed certain creditors to the 
Committee [Docket No. 367].  The members of the Committee include 1553283 Ontario Inc., 
Benjamin Alon Shaw and Eastveld Realties Canada Corp.  By application dated November 30, 
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2011, the Committee sought to retain Pick & Zabicki, LLP as its counsel; as of the date hereof, 
the application remains pending.  

5.7 Negotiated Resolution 

The Debtors and the Committee have negotiated to achieve the best possible post-
confirmation structure and opportunities for ultimate Creditor recoveries. The Debtors and the 
Committee submit that the Plan, as described herein, provides the best possible recoveries for 
Creditors. 

ARTICLE VI  SUMMARY OF PLAN PROVISIONS 

6.1 Introduction. 

The Plan is the product of diligent efforts by the Debtors and their professionals to 
formulate a plan that provides for a fair allocation of the Debtors’ assets in an orderly manner, 
consistent with the mandates of the Bankruptcy Code and other applicable law.   

The Debtors believe that confirmation of the Plan provides the best opportunity 
for maximum recoveries to the Debtors’ creditors and equity interest holders.  The Debtors 
believe, and will demonstrate to the Bankruptcy Court, that the Debtors’ creditors will receive 
more value under the Plan than any available alternative. 

THE FOLLOWING IS A SUMMARY OF SOME OF THE SIGNIFICANT 
ELEMENTS OF THE PLAN.  THIS DISCLOSURE STATEMENT IS QUALIFIED IN ITS 
ENTIRETY BY REFERENCE TO THE MORE DETAILED INFORMATION SET FORTH IN 
THE PLAN. 

6.2 Unclassified Administrative Claims, Priority Tax Claims and Fee Claims 

Administrative Expense Claims and Priority Tax Claims are not classified in the 
Plan.  Holders of these Claims are Unimpaired by the Plan, are conclusively presumed to have 
accepted the Plan, and as such are not entitled to vote to accept or reject the Plan.   

Pursuant to Article 3.1 of the Plan, the legal and equitable rights of the Holders of 
Administrative Expense Claims are unaltered by the Plan.  Except to the extent that a Holder of 
an Allowed Administrative Expense Claim agrees to a different treatment, or as otherwise 
provided for in the Plan, as soon as reasonably practicable after the later of (i) the Effective Date 
and (ii) the date on which an Administrative Expense Claim becomes an Allowed Administrative 
Expense Claim, the Plan Administrator will pay to each Holder of an Allowed Administrative 
Expense Claim from Bozel S.A. Assets, in full satisfaction, settlement, and release of and in 
exchange for such Allowed Administrative Expense Claim (i) Cash equal to the amount of such 
Allowed Administrative Expense Claim or (ii) such other treatment as to which the Plan 
Administrator and the Holder of such Allowed Administrative Expense Claim will have agreed 
upon. 

As described in Article 3.2 of the Plan, except to the extent that the holder of an 
Allowed Priority Tax Claim has been paid by the Debtors prior to the Effective Date or agrees to 
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a different treatment, each holder of an Allowed Priority Tax Claim, if any, will, in accordance 
with section 1129(a)(9)(C) of the Bankruptcy Code, receive in full satisfaction, settlement and 
discharge of and in exchange for such Allowed Priority Tax Claim, either of the following, at the 
sole and absolute discretion of the Plan Administrator: (a) Cash in an amount equal to the unpaid 
portion of such Allowed Priority Tax Claim from the Bozel S.A. Assets or the Bozel, LLC 
Assets, as the case may be, on the latest of: (i) the Effective Date; (ii) the date such Priority Tax 
Claim becomes an Allowed Claim, or as soon thereafter as is practicable; and (iii) the date such 
Allowed Priority Tax Claim becomes due and payable under applicable non-bankruptcy law; or 
(b) regular installment payments in Cash (i) of a total value, as of the Effective Date, equal to the 
allowed amount of such Priority Tax Claim; (ii) over a period ending not later than five (5) years 
after the S.A. Petition Date or the LLC Petition Date, as applicable; and (iii) in a manner not less 
favorable than the most favored nonpriority General Unsecured Claim provided for by the Plan 
(other than cash payments made to a class of creditors under section 1122(b) of the Bankruptcy 
Code). 

Pursuant to Article 3.3 of the Plan, all unpaid U.S. Trustee Fees incurred before 
the Effective Date will be paid by the Debtors in full on the Effective Date prior to 
Administrative Expense Claims.  In addition, all U.S. Trustee Fees incurred after the Effective 
Date will be timely paid by the Plan Administrator in the ordinary course as such U.S. Trustee 
Fees become due and payable, until the entry of a final decree.  The Final Administrative 
Expense Claims Bar Date will not apply to U.S. Trustee Fees.   

Except as set forth otherwise in the Plan, each holder of an Allowed Fee Claim 
will receive 100% of the unpaid amount of such Allowed Fee Claim in Cash after such Fee 
Claim becomes an Allowed Claim.  

6.3 Classification and Treatment of Claims and Interests 

Class 1A - General Unsecured Claims against Bozel S.A.  As soon as reasonably 
practicable after the later of (i) the Initial Distribution Date, and (ii) the date on which such 
General Unsecured Claim becomes an Allowed General Unsecured Claim, the Plan 
Administrator will pay from Bozel S.A. Assets to each Holder of an Allowed General Unsecured 
Claim against Bozel S.A., in full satisfaction, settlement, release, extinguishment and discharge 
of such Claim, such Holder’s Pro Rata Share of the Bozel S.A. Assets;  provided, however, that 
no Holder of an Allowed Class 1A General Unsecured Claim will be entitled to receive more 
than the amount of such Allowed Claim; provided further that the Pro Rata share of the Bozel 
S.A. Assets allocable to the Holders of Class 1A Claims will be determined after calculating the 
payment owed to the Holders of Administrative Expense Claims and Allowed Fee Claims.  
Subsequent Distributions will be made by the Plan Administrator as Bozel S.A. Assets are 
available. 

Class 1B - General Unsecured Claims against Bozel, LLC.  As soon as reasonably 
practicable after the later of (i) the Initial Distribution Date and (ii) the date on which such 
General Unsecured Claim becomes an Allowed General Unsecured Claim, the Plan 
Administrator will pay from Bozel, LLC Assets to each Holder of an Allowed General 
Unsecured Claim against Bozel, LLC, in full satisfaction, settlement, release, extinguishment and 
discharge of such Claim, such Holder’s Pro Rata Share of the Bozel, LLC Assets;  provided, 
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however, that no Holder of an Allowed Class 1B General Unsecured Claim will be entitled to 
receive more than the amount of such Allowed Claim; provided further that the Pro Rata share of 
the Bozel, LLC Assets allocable to the Holders of Class 1B Claims will be determined after 
calculating the payment owed to the Holders of Administrative Expense Claims and Allowed 
Fee Claims.  Subsequent Distributions will be made by the Plan Administrator as Bozel, LLC 
Assets are available. 

Class 2 - Pre-Petition Date Intercompany Claims.  In full settlement, satisfaction, 
release and discharge of any and all pre-Petition Date Intercompany Claims, all pre-Petition Date 
Intercompany Claims will be eliminated and discharged as of the Effective Date, by either offset, 
cancellation or contribution of such pre-Petition Date Intercompany Claims. 

Bozel Brazil had a claim for $17,119,441, which includes $15,087,041 for 
inventory purchased by Bozel, LLC and $2,032,400 for loans made to Bozel, LLC in 2008. 
Bozel Europe had a claim for $297,345 for expenses paid by Bozel Europe on behalf of Bozel, 
LLC.  Pursuant to the Sale Order, these claims were assigned to Bozel S.A.   

The claims against Bozel S.A. include claims from of its subsidiaries, including 
Bozel Europe for $450,000 for expenses paid by Bozel Europe on behalf of Bozel S.A. and 
Bozel, LLC.  Additionally, as described herein, from its inception in 2007 through the 
appointment of Andrew Bickerton as the sole managing director of its parent company, Bozel 
S.A., in August 2010, Marengére disbursed in excess of $20 million from the Bozel, LLC 
checking account under his control and authority.  Although the available documentation to 
support these transactions is limited to the bank statements and copies of checks, it appears that 
approximately $19 million of these transfers may have been made for or behalf of Bozel S.A., as 
well as numerous other Marengére-related interests.   

Class 3 - Equity Interests.  All Equity Interests in both Bozel S.A. (Class 3A) and 
Bozel, LLC (Class 3B) will be automatically extinguished and cancelled as of the Effective Date.   
No holder of an Equity Interest in Bozel S.A. will receive a distribution on account of such 
Equity Interest unless and until all other Allowed Claims against Bozel S.A. are satisfied in full, 
nor will any holder of an Equity Interest in Bozel S.A. receive a distribution on account of such 
Equity Interest unless and until all other Allowed Claims against Bozel, LLC are satisfied in full.   

6.4 Acceptance or Rejection of the Plan 

Holders of Claims in Classes 1A and 1B (General Unsecured Claims) are 
Impaired by the Plan and will be entitled to vote to accept or reject the Plan.  Any Holder of a 
Claim or Interest in an Unimpaired Class of Claims or Interests will not be entitled to vote to 
accept or reject the Plan. 

Acceptance of the Plan by any Impaired Class of Claims will be determined in 
accordance with section 1126 of the Bankruptcy Code and the terms of the Solicitation 
Procedures Order. 

Class 2 (pre-Petition Date Intercompany Claims), 3A (Equity Interests in Bozel 
S.A.) and 3B (Equity Interests in Bozel, LLC) will receive no Distribution under the Plan, and 
are conclusively presumed to have rejected the Plan pursuant to Section 1126(f) of the 
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Bankruptcy Code.  Therefore, solicitation of votes of holders of Claims in Class 2 and Equity 
Interests in Classes 3A and 3B is not required. 

The Debtors will have the right to request the Bankruptcy Court to confirm the 
Plan in accordance with Section 1129(b) of the Bankruptcy Code. 

6.5 Means for Implementation of the Plan 

Implementation on the Effective Date.  The Plan will be implemented by the Plan 
Administrator in a manner consistent with the terms and conditions set forth in the Plan and the 
Confirmation Order. 

Funding for the Plan.  The Plan will be funded from the Bozel S.A. Assets and the 
Bozel, LLC Assets. 

Plan Administration and Post-Effective Date Administration.  

(a) On the Effective Date, the Debtors will transfer to the Plan Administrator 
the Plan Administration Fund and any other remaining Cash of the Estates.  

(b) The Plan Administration Fund will be allocated $400,000 to Bozel S.A. 
and $100,0008 to Bozel, LLC.  The Plan Administrator will establish two accounts, one for Bozel 
S.A. and one for Bozel, LLC.   

(c)   Out of the Plan Administration Fund account of Bozel, LLC, the Plan 
Administrator will pay the fees and expenses incurred for preparation and filing of tax returns for 
or on behalf of Bozel, LLC for the period from the LLC Petition Date through the Effective 
Date; to the extent that such fees and expenses are paid prior to the Effective Date the amount of 
such payment will be deducted from the Plan Administration Fund account of Bozel, LLC.  The 
Debtors and the Committee will have agreed on a tax preparer and such preparer’s anticipated 
fees and expenses, and the pre-Effective Date filing of tax returns to the satisfaction of the 
Debtors.  To the extent that tax returns for or on behalf of Bozel S.A. or Bozel, LLC have not 
been filed for the period through the Effective Date, the Sole Director will be vested with 
authority to approve and file such returns after the Effective Date.    

(d) Debtors will have authority to pay all expenses of administration including 
Allowed Administrative Expense Claims and Allowed Fee Claims as long as the Plan 
Administration Fund will be available on the Effective Date.    

                                                 
8 Pursuant to sections 7.3(b) and 7.3(c) of the Plan, the $100,000 cash transferred to the Plan Administrator may be 
reduced by up to $50,000 if required Bozel, LLC tax filings are prepared by BDO and are filed on or before the 
Effective Date of the Plan; if BDO prepares and files the returns on or before the Effective Date, then BDO shall be 
paid for its tax preparation work in accordance with its revised retention agreement and cash transferred to the Plan 
Administrator shall be reduced by the amount of BDO’s charges for the tax preparation, not to exceed $50,000.  If 
the tax filings are made after the Effective Date, the Plan Administrator will pay BDO for the tax services rendered, 
not to exceed $50,000. 
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(e) The Plan Administrator will disburse any Cash of the Estates in excess of 
the Plan Administration Fund in satisfaction of Allowed Administrative Expense Claims and 
Allowed Fee Claims in accordance with the directions of the Debtors prior to the Effective Date 
or pursuant to an Order of the Bankruptcy Court.   

(f) On the Effective Date, all Causes of Action of Bozel, LLC will be deemed 
assigned to Bozel S.A. such that they may be pursued by the Plan Administrator on behalf of 
Bozel S.A., in full and final settlement of any and all Administrative Expense Claims that may 
be asserted by Bozel S.A. against Bozel, LLC.9      

(g) The Debtors’ representatives including the Sole Director and the Debtors’ 
counsel and financial advisor will reasonably cooperate with the Plan Administrator in 
appropriate transition and in support of the Plan Administrator’s administration of the post-
Effective Date Estates.  Reasonable out of pocket expenses will be agreed upon and reimbursed.   

(h) The Professionals for the Debtors will have an Allowed Claim of 
$500,000 in Class 1A.  After the distribution by the Plan Administrator to the Creditors holding 
Allowed Claims in Class 1A and Class 1B totaling $900,000 (exclusive of the Allowed Claim of 
the Professionals for the Debtors), the Professionals for the Debtors will thereafter share, pari 
passu, with the Creditors holding Allowed Claims in Class 1A until the Professionals for the 
Debtors are actually paid in an amount not to exceed $250,000, upon which such Claim will be 
deemed fully satisfied.    

(i) All objections to Claims will reside solely within the Plan Administrator’s 
discretion except that the Debtors’ professionals with residual claims will have the right to object 
to Claims only upon: (i) notice to and no objection by the Plan Administrator, or (ii) order of the 
Bankruptcy Court.   

(j) The Plan Administrator’s compensation will be as set forth on Exhibit A 
hereto. 

(k) Any disputes with respect to Section 7.3 of the Plan will be heard before 
and determined by the Bankruptcy Court.    

Vesting of Assets in the Debtors.  As set forth in Article 7.3 of the Plan, as of the 
Effective Date, pursuant to the provisions of section 1141(b) and (c) of the Bankruptcy Code, 
and in order to implement the provisions of Article VII of the Plan, including Section 7.3(f) 
thereof, the Bozel S.A. Assets will vest in Bozel S.A. free and clear of all Claims, liens, 
encumbrances, charges, membership interests and other interests, except as otherwise expressly 
provided herein or in the Confirmation Order, and subject to the terms and conditions of the Plan 
and the Confirmation Order.  Likewise, on the Effective Date, pursuant to the provisions of 
section 1141(b) and (c) of the Bankruptcy Code, the Bozel, LLC Assets will vest in Bozel, LLC 
free and clear of all Claims, liens, encumbrances, charges, membership interests and other 

                                                 
9 For purposes of settlement with the Committee, the Debtors estimate that BDO and Greenberg Traurig performed 
services arguably attributable to Bozel, LLC, which total approximately $90,340 and $432,737, respectively.  These 
professional fees have been paid out of the Bozel S.A. Estate.  Bozel, LLC is assigning the Causes of Action to 
Bozel S.A. to, inter alia, reallocate value to the Bozel S.A. Estate.    
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interests, except as otherwise expressly provided herein or in the Confirmation Order, and 
subject to the terms and conditions of the Plan and the Confirmation Order. 

Continuing Existence.  From and after the Effective Date, the Debtors will 
continue in existence for the purposes of (i) winding up their affairs as expeditiously as 
reasonably possible, (ii) liquidating, by conversion to Cash, or other methods, of any remaining 
Bozel S.A. Assets or Bozel, LLC Assets, as applicable, as expeditiously as reasonably possible, 
(iii) enforcing and prosecuting claims, interests, rights and privileges of the Debtors, including, 
without limitation, the prosecution of Causes of Action, (iv) resolving Disputed Claims, (v) 
administering the Plan, (vi) filing appropriate tax returns and (vii) performing all such other acts 
and conditions required by and consistent with consummation of the terms of the Plan. 

Closing or Dismissal of the Chapter 11 Cases.  When all Disputed Claims filed 
against the Debtors have become Allowed Claims or have been disallowed, and all Bozel S.A. 
Assets and Bozel, LLC Assets have been liquidated and converted into Cash, and such Cash has 
been distributed in accordance with the Plan, or at such earlier time as the Plan Administrator 
deems appropriate, for either Bozel S.A. or Bozel, LLC, the Plan Administrator will seek 
authority from the Bankruptcy Court to close or dismiss the Chapter 11 Cases in accordance with 
the Bankruptcy Code and the Bankruptcy Rules.  In the event of the dismissal of the Chapter 11 
Cases, notwithstanding the provisions of section 349(b)(2) of the Bankruptcy Code, all orders of 
the Bankruptcy Court will remain in effect.   

Corporate Action.  The Plan will be administered by the Plan Administrator and 
all actions taken under the Plan in the name of the Debtors will be taken through the Plan 
Administrator.  Upon distribution of all Assets pursuant to the Plan and the filing by the Plan 
Administrator of a certification to that effect with the Bankruptcy Court (which may be included 
in the application for the entry of the final decree), the Debtors will be deemed dissolved for all 
purposes without the necessity for any other or further actions to be taken by or on behalf of the 
Debtors or payments to be made therewith; provided, however, that the Debtors may take 
appropriate action to dissolve under applicable law.  From and after the Effective Date, the 
Debtors will not be required to file any document, or take any action, to withdraw their business 
operations from any states where the Debtors previously conducted business. 

Winding Up Affairs.  On and after the Effective Date, the Plan Administrator 
may, in the name of the Debtors, take actions to consummate the Plan and wind up the affairs of 
the Debtors without supervision or approval by the Bankruptcy Court and free of any restrictions 
of the Bankruptcy Code or the Bankruptcy Rules, other than the restrictions imposed by the Plan 
or the Confirmation Order.   

Powers and Duties of the Plan Administrator.  The Plan Administrator will act for 
the Debtors in a fiduciary capacity as applicable to a board of directors or trustees, subject to the 
provisions of the Plan, and shall be subject in such capacity to the full jurisdiction of the 
Bankruptcy Court.  It is presumed that the Plan Administrator will utilize some portion of the 
approximately $100,000 remaining Cash at the Bozel, LLC level to fund its expenses, and that 
the Plan Administrator will be entitled to $1,000 per month from each of the Debtors’ estates 
plus reasonable expenses.  The powers and duties of the Plan Administrator will include the 
following: 
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(a) acting on behalf of the Debtors in all adversary proceedings and contested 
matters  (including, without limitation, on the behalf of Bozel, LLC in the pursuit of the Causes 
of Action, including the Avoidance Actions), then pending or that can be commenced in the 
Bankruptcy Court and in all actions and proceedings pending or commenced elsewhere and to 
settle, retain, enforce, dispute or adjust any claim and otherwise pursue actions involving Assets 
of the Debtor that could arise or be asserted at any time under the Bankruptcy Code, unless 
otherwise waived or relinquished in the Plan; 

(b) investing Cash in accordance with section 345 of the Bankruptcy Code, 
and withdrawing and making Distributions of Cash to holders of Allowed Claims and paying 
taxes and other obligations owed by the Debtors or incurred by the Plan Administrator in 
connection with the wind-down of the Estates in accordance with the Plan; 

(c) engaging attorneys, consultants, agents, employees and all professional 
persons, to assist the Plan Administrator with respect to the Plan Administrator’s responsibilities; 

(d) executing and delivering all documents, and taking all actions, necessary 
to consummate the Plan and wind down the Debtors’ business; 

(e) assisting with the Debtors’ continued performance obligations under the 
Asset Purchase Agreement; 

(f) coordinating the turnover of property, if any, subject to rejected executory 
contracts or abandonment or liquidation of any retained assets; 

(g) coordinating the collection of outstanding accounts receivable; 

(h) coordinating the storage and maintenance of the Debtors’ books and 
records; 

(i) overseeing compliance with the Debtors’ accounting, finance and 
reporting obligations; 

(j) preparing necessary operating reports and financial statements including 
United States Trustee reports; 

(k) overseeing the filing of final tax returns, audits and other corporate 
dissolution documents if required; 

(l) performing any additional corporate actions as necessary to carry out the 
wind down and liquidation of the Debtors; 

(m) paying the fees and expenses of the attorneys, consultants, agents, 
employees and professional persons engaged by the Debtors and the Plan Administrator, as well 
as all other expenses for winding down the affairs of the Debtors; 

(n) disposing of, and delivering title to others of, or otherwise realizing the 
value of all the remaining Assets; 
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(o) objecting to, compromising and settling Claims; 

(p) implementing and/or enforcing all provisions of the Plan;  

(q) effectuating all activities necessary to conclude administration of, and 
closing or dismissing, the Chapter 11 Cases; and  

(r) such other powers as may be vested in or assumed by the Plan 
Administrator pursuant to the Plan or Bankruptcy Court order or as may be needed or 
appropriate to carry out the provisions of the Plan. 

6.6 Distributions Under the Plan 

The Plan Administrator will make Distributions to holders of Allowed Claims as 
follows:  

from the Bozel S.A. Assets: 

(a) first to the U.S. Trustee to satisfy U.S. Trustee Fees;  

(b) second to holders of Allowed Administrative Expense Claims that were 
unpaid on the Effective Date;  

(c) next to holders of Priority Tax Claims, if any;  

(d) next to holders of Allowed Bozel S.A. Class 1A General Unsecured 
Claims following the Initial Distribution under the Plan; and  

(e) next to holders of Class 3A Equity Interests in Bozel S.A.; and 

from the Bozel, LLC Assets: 

(a) first to the U.S. Trustee to satisfy U.S. Trustee Fees; 

(b) second to holders of Priority Tax Claims, if any;  

(c) next to holders of Allowed Bozel, LLC Class 1 B General Unsecured 
Claims following the Initial Distribution under the Plan,  

(d) next to Bozel S.A. as the holder of Class 3B Equity Interests in Bozel, 
LLC, for distribution pursuant to the Plan. 

Cancellation of Instruments and Stock.  Pursuant to Article 7.11 of the Plan, on 
the Effective Date, the following will automatically be cancelled and extinguished, whether 
issued or authorized to be issued:  (i) any and all stock options; (ii) any and all warrants; and (iii) 
any instrument evidencing or creating any indebtedness or obligation of the Debtors. 

Preservation of Causes of Action.  On the Effective Date, (i) the Plan 
Administrator will be vested with authority and standing to prosecute the Causes of Action, 
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including but not limited to, the Avoidance Actions on behalf of the Debtors, and to compromise, 
settle, or litigate the Causes of Action and (ii) the Causes of Action of Bozel, LLC will be 
assigned to Bozel S.A.  A non-exhaustive list of the Causes of Action, including the potential 
defendants and the nature of the Causes of Action is attached hereto as Exhibit C.   

Means of Cash Payment.  Cash payments made pursuant to the Plan will be in 
U.S. funds, except in the case of foreign creditors, who may be paid in their local currency at the 
discretion of the Plan Administrator, by the means, including by check or wire transfer, 
determined by the Plan Administrator. 

Delivery of Distributions.  Distributions to Holders of Allowed Claims will be 
made (i) at the addresses set forth on the Proofs of Claim Filed by such Holders (or at the last 
known addresses of such Holders if no Proof of Claim is Filed or if the Debtors have been 
notified of a change of address); (ii) at the addresses set forth in any written notices of address 
changes delivered to the Plan Administrator; or (iii) if no Proof of Claim has been Filed and the 
Plan Administrator not received a written notice of a change of address, at the addresses reflected 
in the Bankruptcy Schedules, if any. 

Partial Distributions.  The Plan Administrator, in his or her discretion, may issue 
partial or interim Distributions.   

No Distributions Pending Allowance.  Notwithstanding any other provision of the 
Plan, no payment or Distributions by the Plan Administrator will be made with respect to all or 
any portion of a Disputed Claim unless and until all Avoidance Actions with respect to the 
Holder of such Claim and all objections to such Disputed Claim have been settled or withdrawn 
or have been determined by Final Order, and the Disputed Claim, or some portion thereof, has 
become an Allowed Claim. 

Preservation of Right to Object to Claims.  The Plan Administrator will retain the 
right to object to any Claim within one hundred and twenty (120) days of the Confirmation Date, 
subject to further extension.  

Undeliverable Distributions.  Pursuant to Article 9.7 of the Plan, if any 
Distribution is returned as undeliverable, the Plan Administrator will make such efforts as he or 
she deems appropriate to determine the current address of the Holder of the Claim.  Amounts in 
respect of any undeliverable Distributions made by the Plan Administrator will be held in trust 
by the Plan Administrator until the Distributions are claimed or are deemed to be Unclaimed 
Property.  

Unclaimed Property.  All Property distributed on account of Claims must be 
claimed within the later of 90 days after the Effective Date or the date such distribution is made 
to such Holder or, in the case of a distribution made in the form of a check, must be negotiated or 
a request for reissuance be made.  Nothing contained in the Plan will require the Debtors (or Plan 
Administrator) to attempt to locate any Holder of an Allowed Claim other than by reviewing the 
Debtors’ records.  Pursuant to sections 347(b) and 1143 of the Bankruptcy Code, all Claims in 
respect of Unclaimed Property will be deemed Disallowed and the Holder of any Claim 
Disallowed is forever barred, expunged, estopped and enjoined from asserting such Claim in any 
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manner against the Debtors or their Properties.  Unclaimed Property will be distributed to all 
other Holders of Allowed Claims as applicable. 

Time Bar to Cash Payments by Check.  Checks issued by the Plan Administrator 
on account of Allowed Claims will be null and void if not negotiated within 90 days after the 
date of issuance thereof, except as otherwise agreed by the Plan Administrator.  Requests for the 
reissuance of any check that becomes null and void pursuant to the Plan will be made directly to 
the Plan Administrator by the Holder of the Allowed Claim to whom the check was originally 
issued.  Any Claim in respect of such voided check will be made in writing on or before the first 
anniversary of the date the check was issued, or will be discharged and forever barred.  The 
funds that would otherwise constitute the proceeds of such checks will be distributed as 
Unclaimed Property. 

Withholding and Reporting Requirements.  In connection with the Plan and all 
Distributions hereunder, the Plan Administrator will, to the extent applicable, comply with all tax 
withholding and reporting requirements imposed by any federal, state, local, or foreign taxing 
authority, and all Distributions hereunder will be subject to any such withholding and reporting 
requirements.  The Plan Administrator will be authorized to take any and all actions that may be 
reasonably necessary or appropriate to comply with such withholding and reporting 
requirements. 

No Distribution in Excess of Allowed Amount of Claim.  Notwithstanding 
anything to the contrary in the Plan, the aggregate Distribution or Distributions to a Holder of a 
Claim will not exceed the Allowed amount of such Claim.  If a Holder of an Allowed Claim 
receives a Distribution or Distributions under the Plan that exceeds the total amount of the 
related Allowed Claim, the Holder will, within five (5) Business Days, refund such excess 
amounts the Plan Administrator.  The Plan Administrator may seek the return of any such excess 
amounts by the commencement of a contested matter or adversary proceeding in the Bankruptcy 
Court. 

De Minimis Distributions.  No Cash payment of less than ten dollars ($10.00) will 
be made by the Plan Administrator to any Creditor unless a request is made in writing to the Plan 
Administrator to make such a payment. 

Setoff and Recoupment.  The Plan Administrator may, but will not be required to, 
setoff against or recoup from any Claim and the Distribution to be made pursuant to the Plan in 
respect thereof, any claims or defenses of any nature whatsoever that any of the Debtors or the 
Estates may have against the Holder of such Claim, but neither the failure to do so nor the 
allowance of any Claim under the Plan will constitute a waiver or release by the Debtors, the 
Estates, the Plan Administrator of any claim, defense, right of setoff, or recoupment that any of 
them may have against the Holder of any Claim. 

6.7 Conditions to Confirmation and Consummation 

The Plan will not be confirmed unless and until the Confirmation Order will have 
been entered and be a Final Order.  The Effective Date will occur only if (a) the Confirmation 
Order has become a Final Order and has not been vacated, reversed, stayed, enjoined or 
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restrained by order of a court of competent jurisdiction and (b) the Plan Administration Fund is 
fully funded. 

Pursuant to Article 8.3 of the Plan, if each of the conditions to the occurrence of 
the Effective Date have not been satisfied on or before the date which is no later than the first 
Business Day after sixty (60) days after the Confirmation Order is entered, or by such later date 
as is approved by the Bankruptcy Court after notice and a hearing, then upon motion by any 
party in interest made before the time that each of the conditions has been satisfied or duly 
waived, the Confirmation Order may be vacated by the Bankruptcy Court; provided, however, 
that, notwithstanding the filing of such a motion, the Confirmation Order will not be vacated if 
each of the conditions to occurrence of the Effective Date is either satisfied before the 
Bankruptcy Court enters an order granting the relief requested in such motion.  If the 
Confirmation Order is vacated by Final Order, the Plan will be null and void in all respects, and 
nothing contained in the Plan will:  (a) constitute a waiver or release of any Claims by or against 
the Debtors; or (b) prejudice in any manner the rights of any of the Debtors or other party in 
interest, including, without limitation, the right to seek a further extension of the exclusivity 
periods under section 1121(d) of the Bankruptcy Code. 

6.8 Treatment of Executory Contracts and Expired Leases 

Pursuant to Article 10 of the Plan, all of the Debtors’ executory contracts and 
unexpired leases will be deemed rejected on the Effective Date, except to the extent that the 
Debtors have (i) previously assumed or rejected an executory contract or unexpired lease or (ii) 
Filed or File a motion, prior to the Effective Date, to assume an executory contract or unexpired 
lease upon which the Bankruptcy Court has not ruled.  Further, all parties to license agreements 
who are entitled to the election of remedies pursuant to section 365(n)(1) of the Bankruptcy 
Code will be deemed to have (i) elected treatment pursuant to 11 U.S.C. § 365(n)(1)(A) and (ii) 
waived their right to treatment pursuant to 11 U.S.C. § 365(n)(1)(B).  However, prior to the 
Confirmation Hearing Date, such parties are entitled to a section 365(n)(1) election if they have 
notified the Debtors, in writing, of their election to proceed under subsection (B) and have 
waived their claims against the Debtors, as provided in 11 U.S.C. § 365(n)(2)(C)(i) and (ii).  The 
Debtors believe there are no such executory contracts or unexpired leases in effect as of the date 
hereof.   

6.9 Effect of Confirmation 

Legal Binding Effect.  Except as otherwise provided in Article VI of the Plan, the 
provisions of the Plan will bind all Holders of Claims and Interests and their respective 
successors and assigns, whether or not they accept the Plan.  On and after the Effective Date, 
except as provided in the Plan, all Holders of Claims and Interests will be precluded from 
asserting any Claim against the Debtors, the Estates, the Plan Administrator, the Sole Director, or 
their respective property and Assets based on any transaction or other activity, act, or omission 
of any kind that occurred prior to the Effective Date. 

Moratorium, Injunction, and Limitation of Recourse For Payment.  Subject to 
Article 6.4 of the Plan, from and after the Effective Date, all Persons who have held, hold, or 
may hold Claims against, or Interests in, the Debtors are permanently enjoined from taking any 
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of the following actions against the Estates, the Debtors, the Sole Director, the Plan 
Administrator, any of their respective employees, managers, officers, directors, agents, attorneys, 
investment bankers, financial advisors, or other professionals, or any of their respective property 
or other Assets on account of any such Claims or Interests, except for acts or omissions that 
constitute willful misconduct, gross negligence, fraud or violations of any applicable Rules of 
Professional Conduct: (i) commencing or continuing, in any manner or in any place, any action 
or other proceeding; (ii) enforcing, attaching, collecting, or recovering in any manner any 
judgment, award, decree, or order; (iii) creating, perfecting, or enforcing any Lien or 
encumbrance; and (iv) commencing or continuing, in any manner or in any place, any action that 
does not comply with or is inconsistent with the provisions of the Plan; provided, however, that 
nothing contained in the Plan or in the Confirmation Order will preclude (x) the Plan 
Administrator from pursuing any Causes of Action, (y) any Person from exercising their rights 
pursuant to or not inconsistent with the terms of the Plan, or (z) the Plan Administrator from 
exercising rights or remedies pursuant to and not inconsistent with the terms of the Plan. 

Exculpation and Limitation of Liability.   

(a) The Sole Director, and the Professionals retained by the Sole Director, 
first became involved in these Chapter 11 Cases after Wellgate entered liquidation proceedings 
in the British Virgin Islands, as more fully described in the Disclosure Statement.  The Sole 
Director, and the Professionals retained by the Sole Director, did not become involved in the 
Chapter 11 Cases until after the S.A. Petition Date.  The Sole Director, and the Professionals 
retained by the Sole Director, are not Insiders of the Debtors, as defined in section 101(31) of the 
Bankruptcy Code. 

(b) The Sole Director and the Professionals will not be liable for any acts 
occurring prior to the Petition Date.   

(c) To the fullest extent permitted under, inter alia, section 1125(e) of the 
Bankruptcy Code and otherwise, no Holder of a Claim or Interest will have any right of action 
against the Sole Director, the Debtors, the Estates, the Professionals, the Committee, including 
its members, the Plan Administrator, any of their respective employees, managers, officers, 
directors, agents, attorneys, investment bankers, financial advisors, or other professionals, or any 
of their respective property and assets for any act or omission in connection with, relating to, or 
arising out of their conduct in the Chapter 11 Cases, the promulgation of the Plan and Disclosure 
Statement, the pursuit of Confirmation thereof, the consummation thereof, or the administration 
of the Bozel S.A. Assets or the Bozel, LLC Assets, the Plan, or the property to be distributed 
under the Plan, except for acts or omissions that constitute willful misconduct, gross negligence, 
fraud or violations of any applicable Rules of Professional Conduct as determined by a Final 
Order.   

(d) The Professionals retained by the Debtors, the Sole Director and the 
Committee and all of their existing and former directors, managers, officers, attorneys, and other 
professional advisors, will have no liability for pursuing or failing to pursue any Causes of 
Action.   
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(e) Notwithstanding the foregoing, nothing in the Plan will exculpate or 
provide any other protection in favor of any of the Debtors’ employees, managers, officers, 
directors, shareholders, members, partners, agents, attorneys, investment bankers, financial 
advisors, or other professionals that were retained, employed or otherwise engaged by the 
Debtors prior to August 6, 2010. 

No Discharge of Government Claims.  Nothing in the Confirmation Order or the 
Plan will effect a release of any timely-filed pre-Effective Date claim by the United States 
Government or any of its agencies or any state and local authority whatsoever, including, without 
limitation, any timely-filed pre-Effective Date claim arising under the Internal Revenue Code, 
the environmental laws, or any criminal laws of the United States or any state or local authority 
against the Estates, the Debtors, or any of their respective employees, managers, officers, 
directors, agents, attorneys, investment bankers, financial advisors or other professionals, 
including the Sole Director, nor will anything in the Confirmation Order or the Plan enjoin the 
United States or any state or local authority from bringing any timely-filed pre-Effective Date 
claim, suit, action, or other proceeding against any party for any liability whatsoever, including, 
without limitation, any claim, suit, or action arising under the Internal Revenue Code, the 
environmental laws, or any criminal laws of the United States or any state or local authority.    

6.10 Post-Confirmation Jurisdiction 

Retention of Jurisdiction.  Pursuant to sections 105(a) and 1142 of the Bankruptcy 
Code, and notwithstanding entry of the Confirmation Order and occurrence of the Effective 
Date, the Bankruptcy Court will retain exclusive jurisdiction over all matters arising out of, and 
related to, the Chapter 11 Cases and the Plan, including, among other things, jurisdiction to: 

(a) allow, disallow, determine, liquidate, classify, estimate, or establish the 
priority or secured or unsecured status of any Claim, including the resolution of any application 
or request for payment of any Administrative Expense Claim, and the resolution of any 
objections to the allowance or priority of Claims; 

(b) hear and determine all Professionals’ applications for compensation and 
reimbursement of expenses incurred in the Chapter 11 Cases; 

(c) determine any and all adversary proceedings, motions, applications, and 
contested or litigated matters, including, but not limited to, all Causes of Action vested, and 
consider and act upon the compromise and settlement of any Claim against, or Causes of Action 
on behalf of, the Debtors; 

(d) enter such orders as may be necessary or appropriate to execute, 
implement, or consummate the provisions hereof, and all contracts, instruments, releases, and 
other agreements or documents created in connection therewith; 

(e) issue injunctions, enter and implement other orders, or take such other 
actions as may be necessary or appropriate to restrain interference by any Person with the 
implementation, consummation, or enforcement hereof or the Confirmation Order; 
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(f) hear and determine any matters arising in connection with or relating to 
the Plan, the Disclosure Statement, the Confirmation Order, or any contract, instrument, release, 
or other agreement or document created in connection with the Plan, the Disclosure Statement, or 
the Confirmation Order; 

(g) enforce all orders, judgments, injunctions, releases, exculpations, 
indemnifications, and rulings entered in connection with the Chapter 11 Cases; 

(h) hear and determine matters concerning state, local, and federal taxes in 
accordance with sections 346, 505, and 1146 of the Bankruptcy Code; 

(i) hear and determine all matters related to the property of the Estates from 
and after the Effective Date; 

(j) hear and determine such other matters as may be provided in the Plan or 
the Confirmation Order and as may be authorized under the provisions of the Bankruptcy Code; 
and 

(k) enter a final decree or decrees closing a Case or the Chapter 11 Cases. 

6.11 Miscellaneous Provisions 

Modification.  The Debtors may alter, amend, or modify the Plan or any Plan 
Documents under section 1127(a) of the Bankruptcy Code at any time prior to the Confirmation 
Date.  After the Confirmation Date and prior to substantial consummation hereof, the Debtors 
may, under section 1127(b) of the Bankruptcy Code, institute proceedings in the Bankruptcy 
Court to remedy any defect or omission or reconcile any inconsistencies in the Plan, the 
Disclosure Statement, or the Confirmation Order, and such matters as may be necessary to carry 
out the purposes and effects hereof so long as such proceedings do not materially or adversely 
affect the treatment of Holders of Claims or Interests under the Plan; provided, however, that 
prior notice of such proceedings will be served in accordance with the Bankruptcy Rules or 
Order of the Bankruptcy Court. 

Severability of Plan Provisions.   

(a) If, prior to Confirmation, any term or provision hereof is held by the 
Bankruptcy Court to be invalid, void, or unenforceable, the Bankruptcy Court, at the request of 
the Proponents (upon appropriate notice to one another), will have the power to alter and 
interpret such term or provision to make it valid or enforceable to the maximum extent 
practicable, consistent with the original purpose of the term or provision held to be invalid, void, 
or unenforceable, and such term or provision will then be applicable as altered or interpreted.  
Notwithstanding any such holding, alteration, or interpretation, the remainder of the terms and 
provisions hereof will remain in full force and effect and will in no way be affected, impaired, or 
invalidated by such holding, alteration, or interpretation.  The Confirmation Order will constitute 
a judicial determination and will provide that each term and provision hereof, as it may be 
altered or interpreted in accordance with the foregoing, is valid and enforceable pursuant to its 
terms; 
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(b) The Plan will be deemed to be filed on behalf of each Debtor: in the event 
of its confirmation for one Debtor but not the other, or the failure of confirmation of one Debtor 
but not the other, the Plan will be deemed so severable. 

Interest Accrual.  No post-petition interest will accrue on any Claim or scheduled 
liability. 

Allocation of Plan Distributions between Principal and Interest.  To the extent that 
any Allowed Claim entitled to a Distribution under the Plan is comprised of indebtedness and 
accrued but unpaid interest thereon, such Distribution will, for federal income tax purposes, be 
allocated to the principal amount of the Claim first, and then, to the extent the consideration 
exceeds the principal amount of the Claim, to accrued but unpaid interest. 

Rules of Interpretation; Computation of Time.  For purposes of the Plan, (i) any 
reference in the Plan to a contract, instrument, release, indenture, or other agreement or 
document as being in a particular form or containing particular terms and conditions means that 
such document will be substantially in such form or substantially on such terms and conditions; 
(ii) any reference in the Plan to an existing document or exhibit filed or to be filed means such 
document or exhibit as it may have been or may be amended, modified, or supplemented; (iii) 
unless otherwise specified, all references in the Plan to sections, articles, and exhibits, if any, are 
references to sections, articles, and exhibits of or to the Plan; (iv) the words “herein,” “hereof,” 
and “hereto” refer to the Plan in its entirety rather than to a particular portion hereof; (v) captions 
and headings to articles and sections are inserted for convenience of reference only and are not 
intended to be a part of or to affect the interpretation hereof; and (vi) the rules of construction set 
forth in section 102 of the Bankruptcy Code and in the Bankruptcy Rules will apply.  In 
computing any period of time prescribed or allowed by the Plan, unless otherwise specifically 
designated in the Plan, the provisions of Bankruptcy Rule 9006(a) will apply. 

Successors and Assigns.  The rights, benefits, and obligations of any Person 
named or referred to in the Plan will be binding on, and will inure to the benefit of, any heir, 
executor, administrator, successor, or assign of such Person. 

Governing Law.  Unless a rule of law or procedure is supplied by federal law, 
including the Bankruptcy Code and Bankruptcy Rules, (i) the construction and implementation 
hereof and any agreements, documents, and instruments executed in connection with the Plan 
and (ii) governance matters will be governed by the laws of the State of New York, without 
giving effect to the principles of conflict of law thereof. 

Notice of Effective Date.  Within five (5) Business Days after the occurrence of 
the Effective Date, the Plan Administrator will File with the Bankruptcy Court and mail or cause 
to be mailed to all Holders of Allowed Claims in Class 1-A (Bozel S.A. General Unsecured 
Claims), Class 1-B (Bozel, LLC General Unsecured Claims), Class 2 (pre-Petition Date 
Intercompany Claims), Class 3A (Equity Interests in Bozel S.A.), and Class 3B (Equity Interests 
in Bozel LLC) a notice that informs such Persons of (i) the entry of the Confirmation Order, (ii) 
the occurrence of the Effective Date, (iii) the identity and contact information of the Plan 
Administrator, and (iv) such other matters as the Plan Administrator deems appropriate or as 
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may be ordered by the Bankruptcy Court.  The aforesaid notice will also be served upon the U.S. 
Trustee and Filed with the Bankruptcy Court. 

ARTICLE VII  CERTAIN RISK FACTORS TO BE CONSIDERED 

HOLDERS OF IMPAIRED CLAIMS AND INTERESTS AGAINST AND IN 
THE DEBTORS SHOULD READ AND CONSIDER CAREFULLY THE FACTORS SET 
FORTH BELOW AS WELL AS THE OTHER INFORMATION SET FORTH IN THE PLAN 
AND THIS DISCLOSURE STATEMENT (AND THE DOCUMENTS DELIVERED 
TOGETHER HEREWITH AND/OR INCORPORATED BY REFERENCE), PRIOR TO 
VOTING TO ACCEPT OR REJECT THE PLAN.  THESE RISK FACTORS SHOULD NOT, 
HOWEVER, BE REGARDED AS CONSTITUTING THE ONLY RISKS INVOLVED IN 
CONNECTION WITH THE PLAN AND ITS IMPLEMENTATION. 

7.1 Taxation 

Pursuant to the Plan, each Holder of an Allowed Claim or Equity Interest 
receiving cash or property under the Plan will recognize gain or loss equal to the difference 
between the amount of any cash and the fair market value of any other property received by such 
holder and the basis which the holder has in such Allowed Claim or Equity Interest.  The 
character of any recognized gain or loss will depend upon the status of the holder, the nature of 
the Claim or Equity Interest and the period for which the Claim or Interest was held by the 
holder.  The basis of a holder in any property received under the Plan will be the fair market 
value of such property on the Effective Date of the Plan, and the holding period in such property 
received will begin on the Effective Date. 

The federal, state and local tax consequences of the Plan are complex and, in 
some cases, uncertain.  In addition, the foregoing summary does not discuss all aspects of federal 
income taxation that may be relevant to a particular holder of an Allowed Claim or Interest in 
light of its particular circumstances and income tax situation.  Accordingly, each holder of a 
Claim or Equity Interest is strongly urged to consult with its own tax advisor regarding the 
federal, state, and local tax consequences of the Plan. 

7.2 Distributions to Holders of Claims 

The Plan is based on making distributions as provided under the priority scheme 
set forth in the Bankruptcy Code.  To this end, the Plan provides that all Allowed Administrative 
Claims and Priority Claims will be paid or satisfied in full prior to the making of distributions to 
holders of Allowed Claims in Class 1. 

7.3 Objections to Classification 

Section 1122 of the Bankruptcy Code provides that a plan may place a claim or 
equity interest in a particular class only if such claim or equity interest is substantially similar to 
the other claims or equity interests of such class.  The Debtors believe that the classification of 
Claims and Interests under the Plan complies with the requirements set forth in the Bankruptcy 
Code. 
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7.4 Certain Bankruptcy Law Considerations 

(a) Risk of Non-Confirmation of the Plan 

Although the Debtors believe that the Plan will satisfy all requirements necessary 
for confirmation by the Bankruptcy Court, there can be no assurance that the Bankruptcy Court 
will reach the same conclusion. Moreover, there can be no assurance that modifications of the 
Plan will not be required for Confirmation or that such modifications would not necessitate the 
resolicitation of votes.  However, there can be no guarantee that the Bankruptcy Court will reach 
the same conclusion. 

(b) Risk of Non-Occurrence of the Effective Date 

The Plan sets forth conditions to the occurrence of the Effective Date that could 
remain unsatisfied although the Debtors do not anticipate the same. 

(c) Appeal of the Confirmation Order 

The Confirmation Order may be the subject of an appeal.  If the Confirmation 
Order is vacated on appeal (assuming an appeal could be taken and such appeal would not be 
rendered moot due to substantial consummation of the Plan prior to prosecution), the Plan would 
fail. 

ARTICLE VIII  CONFIRMATION OF THE PLAN 

8.1 Confirmation Hearing 

The Bankruptcy Court will schedule a Confirmation Hearing and direct that 
objections, if any, to confirmation of the Plan be served and filed on or before a date certain.  
The Debtors will provide notice of the date of the Confirmation Hearing and objection deadline 
in accordance with the Bankruptcy Code, the Bankruptcy Rules and orders of the Bankruptcy 
Court.  The date of the Confirmation Hearing  may be adjourned from time to time without 
further notice except for an in-court announcement at the Confirmation Hearing of the date and 
time as to which the Confirmation Hearing has been adjourned. 

8.2 Best Interests Test 

Notwithstanding acceptance of the Plan by each Impaired Class, the Bankruptcy 
Court must also determine that the Plan is in the best interests of each Holder of an Impaired 
Claim or Interest that has not voted to accept the plan.  Accordingly, if an Impaired Class does 
not unanimously accept the Plan, the best interests test of Bankruptcy Code section 1129(a)(7) 
requires that the Bankruptcy Court find that the Plan provides to each Holder of such Claim or 
Interest a recovery on account thereof that has a value at least equal to the amount that such 
Holder would receive if the Debtors were liquidated under chapter 7 of the Bankruptcy Code. 

To estimate the recovery of an Impaired Holder of a Claim or Interest under a 
chapter 7 liquidation, the Bankruptcy Court first determines the aggregate dollar amount that 
would be available if the chapter 11 case were converted to a chapter 7 case and the assets of the 
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Debtors liquidated by a chapter 7 trustee.  The liquidation value would consist of the net 
proceeds of the disposition of the Assets and Cash held by the Debtors, reduced by the additional 
increased costs of liquidation and the administrative claims that would arise in a chapter 7 
liquidation case but that do not arise in a chapter 11 case. 

For purposes of the Plan, the Debtors have assumed that both the Plan 
Administrator and the chapter 7 trustee would be entitled to 1/3 of any recovery from the 
Avoidance Actions.   The liquidation itself may trigger certain priority claims, which must be 
paid out of liquidation proceeds before the balance is made available to pay other claims. 

In a chapter 7 liquidation, Holders of Claims would likely receive a lesser 
distribution from the Debtors than under the Plan.  Because the Plan calls for the payment of a 
greater distribution to Holders of Claims than would be paid in a chapter 7 liquidation, the 
Debtors believe that the Plan is the more favorable alternative.  Accordingly, the Debtors submit 
that the Plan satisfies the best interests test set forth in section 1129(a)(7) of the Bankruptcy 
Code. 

A liquidation analysis is annexed hereto as Exhibit B to assist interested parties in 
ascertaining whether the Plan satisfies the requirements of section 1129(a)(7) of the Bankruptcy 
Code.  Because the amount of potential litigation proceeds is unknown, the liquidation analysis 
includes a range of possible recoveries as a result of the Causes of Action, including the 
Avoidance Actions.  However, while it is clear that recoveries from future litigation may provide 
a substantial benefit to Holders of Allowed Claims, it is unclear how much those recoveries may 
be.   

8.3 Feasibility 

As a condition to Confirmation, Bankruptcy Code section 1129(a)(11) requires 
that the Debtors show that confirmation is not likely to be followed by the liquidation of the 
Debtors or the need for further financial reorganization, unless such liquidation or reorganization 
is a component of the Plan. 

The Plan provides for the Debtors’ Assets to be liquidated for the benefit of 
Holders of Claims in the manner and on the terms set forth in the Plan.  Accordingly, the Debtors 
submit that the requirements of Bankruptcy Code section 1129(a)(11) are inapplicable to the 
Debtors’ Cases. 

ARTICLE IX  CERTAIN FEDERAL INCOME TAX CONSEQUENCES OF THE PLAN 

9.1 Federal Income Tax Consequences in General 

The following summary addresses certain material federal income tax 
consequences of the implementation of the Plan to holders of Allowed Claims in Class 2 and 3.  
The summary is based upon the Debtors’ interpretation of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as 
amended (the “Tax Code”), applicable Treasury Regulations, judicial authority and current 
administrative rulings and pronouncements of the Internal Revenue Service (“IRS”), all of which 
are subject to change, possibly with retroactive effect.  Due to the complexity of certain aspects 
of the Plan and differences in the nature of the Claims and Interests of the various holders 
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thereof, their taxpayer status, residence and methods of accounting and prior actions taken by 
such holders with respect to their Claims and Interests, the tax consequences described below are 
general in nature and are subject to significant considerations applicable to each holder of an 
Allowed Claim in Class 1A and 1B. 

The federal income tax consequences of the Plan are complex and subject to 
significant uncertainties. The Debtors’ interpretation of the federal income tax consequences set 
forth herein is not binding on the IRS, and the Debtors have not requested, and do not intend to 
request, an administrative ruling from the IRS with respect to any of the federal income tax 
aspects of the Plan.  Consequently, there can be no assurance that the treatment described in this 
Disclosure Statement will be acceptable to the IRS.  No opinion of counsel has either been 
sought or obtained with respect to the federal, state, local or foreign tax aspects of the Plan.  
Legislative, judicial or administrative changes or interpretations may be forthcoming that could 
alter or modify the statements and conclusions set forth herein.  Additionally, changes in the 
facts or circumstances relating to the consummation or operation of the Plan could likewise 
affect the tax consequences to such parties. 

This summary does not address foreign, state or local tax consequences of the 
Plan, nor does it purport to address all of the federal income tax consequences of the Plan.  This 
summary also does not purport to address the federal income tax consequences of the Plan to 
taxpayers subject to special treatment under the federal income tax laws, such as banks, 
governmental authorities or agencies, pass-through entities, broker-dealers, tax-exempt entities, 
financial institutions, insurance companies, S corporations, small business investment 
companies, mutual funds, regulated investment companies, foreign corporations, and foreign 
persons. 

ACCORDINGLY, THE FOLLOWING SUMMARY OF CERTAIN MATERIAL 
FEDERAL INCOME TAX CONSEQUENCES IS FOR INFORMATIONAL PURPOSES 
ONLY AND IS NOT A SUBSTITUTE FOR CAREFUL TAX PLANNING AND ADVICE 
BASED UPON THE INDIVIDUAL CIRCUMSTANCES OF A HOLDER OF A CLAIM OR 
INTEREST.  ANY U.S. TAX ADVICE CONTAINED IN THIS DISCLOSURE STATEMENT 
(I) IS NOT INTENDED TO BE USED, AND CANNOT BE USED, BY ANY PERSON FOR 
THE PURPOSE OF AVOIDING U.S. FEDERAL TAX PENALTIES IMPOSED ON SUCH 
PERSON AND (II) WAS WRITTEN IN CONNECTION WITH THE MARKETING OR 
PROMOTION OF THE PLAN.  IT IS STRONGLY RECOMMENDED THAT EACH 
HOLDER OF A CLAIM OR INTEREST CONSULT ITS OWN TAX ADVISOR FOR THE 
FEDERAL, STATE, LOCAL AND OTHER TAX CONSEQUENCES APPLICABLE TO IT 
UNDER THE PLAN. 

A. Federal Income Tax Consequences to the Debtors 

1. Cancellation of Indebtedness 

Under the Tax Code, a taxpayer generally must include in gross income the 
amount of any cancellation of indebtedness income (“COD income”) realized during the taxable 
year.  Section 108 of the Tax Code provides an exception to this general rule, however, if the 
cancellation occurs in a case under the Bankruptcy Code, but only if the taxpayer is under the 
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jurisdiction of the Bankruptcy Court and the cancellation is granted by the Bankruptcy Court or 
is pursuant to a plan approved by the Bankruptcy Court. 

Section 108 of the Tax Code requires the amount of COD income so excluded 
from gross income to be applied to reduce certain tax attributes of the taxpayer.  The tax 
attributes that may be subject to reduction include the taxpayer’s net operating losses and net 
operating loss carryovers (collectively, “NOLs”), certain tax credits and most tax credit 
carryovers, capital losses and capital loss carryovers, tax bases in assets, and foreign tax credit 
carryovers.  Attribute reduction is calculated only after the tax for the year of discharge has been 
determined Section 108 of the Tax Code further provides that a taxpayer does not realize COD 
income from cancellation of indebtedness to the extent that payment of such indebtedness would 
have given rise to a deduction. 

B. Federal Income Tax Consequences to Holders of Allowed Claims in Class 1A and 1B 

The tax consequences of the implementation of the Plan to a holder of an Allowed 
Claim in Class 1A and 1B will depend, in part, on the origin of such holder’s Claim, whether the 
holder reports income on the accrual or cash basis, whether the holder receives consideration in 
more than one tax year of the holder, whether the holder has taken a bad debt deduction with 
respect to all or a portion of its Claim, and whether the holder is a resident of the United States.  
The tax consequences of the receipt of cash or property that is allocable to interest are discussed 
below in the section entitled “Receipt of Interest.” 

1. Receipt of Cash and Property by Holders of Allowed Claims in Class 1A and 1B 

Generally, a holder of an Allowed Claim in Class 1A and 1B will recognize gain 
or loss equal to the difference, if any, between the “amount realized” by such holder and such 
holder’s adjusted tax basis in the Allowed Claim. In general, the “amount realized” is equal to 
the sum of the Cash, the “issue price” of any debt instruments, and the fair market value of any 
other consideration received under the Plan in respect of the holder’s Allowed Claim. 

HOLDERS OF ALLOWED CLAIMS SHOULD CONSULT THEIR OWN TAX 
ADVISORS CONCERNING THE RECOGNITION OF GAIN OR LOSS, FOR FEDERAL 
INCOME TAX PURPOSES, ON THE SATISFACTION OF THEIR ALLOWED CLAIMS. 

2. Receipt of Interest 

Pursuant to the Plan, consideration received in respect of Allowed Claims will be 
allocated first to the principal amount of such Allowed Claims, with any excess allocated to 
accrued but unpaid interest.  However, there is no assurance that the IRS will respect such 
allocation for federal income tax purposes.  Holders of Allowed Claims not previously required 
to include in their taxable income any accrued but unpaid interest on such Allowed Claims may 
be treated as receiving taxable interest, to the extent of any consideration they receive under the 
Plan that is allocable to such accrued but unpaid interest.  Holders previously required to include 
in their taxable income any accrued but unpaid interest on an Allowed Claim may be entitled to 
recognize a deductible loss, to the extent that such accrued but unpaid interest is not satisfied 
under the Plan. 
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HOLDERS OF ALLOWED CLAIMS SHOULD CONSULT THEIR OWN TAX 
ADVISORS CONCERNING THE ALLOCATION BETWEEN PRINCIPAL AND INTEREST 
OF CONSIDERATION RECEIVED IN SATISFACTION OF THEIR ALLOWED CLAIMS 
AND THE FEDERAL INCOME TAX TREATMENT OF ACCRUED BUT UNPAID 
INTEREST. 

3. Character of Gain or Loss 

The character of any gain or loss as capital or ordinary and, in the case of capital 
gain or loss, as short-term or long-term, will depend on a number of factors, including: (i) the 
nature and origin of the Claim (e.g., Claims arising in the ordinary course of a trade or business 
or made for investment purposes may attract differing treatment); (ii) the tax status of the holder 
of the Claim; (iii) whether the Claim is a capital asset in the hands of the holder; (iv) whether the 
Claim has been held by the holder for more than one year; (v) the extent to which the holder 
previously claimed a loss or a bad debt deduction with respect to the Claim; and (vi) the extent to 
which the holder acquired the Claim at a market discount. 

HOLDERS OF ALLOWED CLAIMS SHOULD CONSULT THEIR OWN TAX 
ADVISORS CONCERNING THE AMOUNT AND CHARACTER OF GAIN OR LOSS, IF 
ANY, TO BE RECOGNIZED BY THEM UNDER THE PLAN. 

4. Withholding 

All distributions to holders of Allowed Claims under the Plan are subject to any 
applicable withholding, including employment tax withholding. 

C. Importance of Obtaining Professional Tax Assistance 

THE FOREGOING IS INTENDED AS A SUMMARY ONLY, AND IS NOT A 
SUBSTITUTE FOR CAREFUL TAX PLANNING WITH A TAX PROFESSIONAL. THE 
FEDERAL, FOREIGN, STATE AND LOCAL INCOME AND OTHER TAX 
CONSEQUENCES OF THE PLAN ARE COMPLEX AND, IN SOME CASES, UNCERTAIN. 
SUCH CONSEQUENCES MAY ALSO VARY BASED ON THE PARTICULAR 
CIRCUMSTANCES OF EACH HOLDER OF AN ALLOWED CLAIM OR EQUITY 
INTEREST. ACCORDINGLY, EACH HOLDER OF AN ALLOWED CLAIM OR 
MEMBERSHIP INTEREST IS STRONGLY URGED TO CONSULT WITH HIS, HER OR ITS 
OWN TAX ADVISOR CONCERNING THE FEDERAL, FOREIGN, STATE AND LOCAL 
INCOME AND OTHER TAX CONSEQUENCES UNDER THE PLAN. 

IN ACCORDANCE WITH REQUIREMENTS IMPOSED BY THE INTERNAL 
REVENUE SERVICE IN CIRCULAR 230, UNLESS EXPRESSLY STATED OTHERWISE IN 
THIS DISCLOSURE STATEMENT (INCLUDING ANY ATTACHMENTS), ANY FEDERAL 
TAX ADVICE CONTAINED IN THIS COMMUNICATION IS NOT INTENDED OR 
WRITTEN TO BE USED, AND CANNOT BE USED, FOR THE PURPOSE OF (A) 
AVOIDING PENALTIES UNDER THE TAX CODE OR (B) PROMOTING, MARKETING, 
OR RECOMMENDING TO ANOTHER PARTY ANY TRANSACTION OR OTHER 
MATTER ADDRESSED HEREIN. 
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MIA182,237,850-3 

UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 
------------------------------------------------------------------x  
 
In re: 
 
BOZEL S.A., et al., 
 

Debtors. 
 

: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 

 
Chapter 11 

 
Case No. 10-11802 (AJG) 

 
Jointly Administered 

------------------------------------------------------------------x  
 

AMENDED JOINT CHAPTER 11 PLAN OF LIQUIDATION 

Bozel S.A. and Bozel, LLC, debtors and debtors-in-possession, hereby propose the 
following joint plan of liquidation for the resolution of outstanding Claims and Interests pursuant 
to section 1121 of the Bankruptcy Code.   

ARTICLE I 

DEFINITIONS  

In this Plan, the definitions provided in this Article I shall apply.  Unless otherwise 
specified, all Article, schedule or exhibit references in this Plan are to the respective Article of or 
schedule or exhibit to this Plan.  The words “herein,” “hereof,” “hereto,” “hereunder,” and other 
words of similar import refer to this Plan as a whole and not to any particular Article, subsection 
or clause unless so specified.  A capitalized term used but not defined herein shall have the 
meaning ascribed to that term in the Bankruptcy Code.  The rules of construction contained in 
section 102 of the Bankruptcy Code shall apply to the construction of this Plan.  The headings in 
this Plan are for convenience of reference only and shall not limit or otherwise affect the 
provisions hereof. 

1.1 Administrative Bar Order means the Order Establishing Uniform Bar Date and 
Procedures for Filing of Administrative Expense Claims and Approving the Form and Manner of 

Notice Thereof, dated April 29, 2011 [Docket No. 240]. 

1.2 Administrative Expense Claim means any right to payment constituting a cost 
or expense of administration of the Chapter 11 Cases Allowed under sections 503(b), 507(a)(1), 
and 507(b) of the Bankruptcy Code, and entitled to priority under section 507(a), including, 
without limitation: (i) any actual and necessary costs and expenses incurred after the S.A. 
Petition Date or the LLC Petition Date, as the case may be, of preserving the Debtors’ Estates 
and operating the businesses of the Debtors (including, without limitation, wages, salaries, 
commissions for services and payments for inventories, leased equipment, and leased premises) 
and Government Claims for post-petition taxes (excluding, for the avoidance of doubt, taxes that 
accrued on or before the S.A. Petition Date or the LLC Petition Date, as the case may be) and (ii) 
compensation for legal, financial, advisory, accounting and other services and reimbursement of 
expenses allowed by the Bankruptcy Court under sections 330, 331 or 503(b) of the Bankruptcy 
Code to the extent incurred prior to the Effective Date. 
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1.3 Allowed means, when used with respect to any Claim against the Debtors, 
including Administrative Expense Claims, such Claim or portion thereof:  (a) as to which no 
objection or request for estimation has been filed, no litigation has commenced, and the Debtors 
otherwise have assented to the validity thereof (and as to which proof of such Claim has been 
properly and timely filed to the extent required by this Plan or any order of the Bankruptcy 
Court); (b) as to which any objection or request for estimation that has been filed has been 
settled, waived, withdrawn or denied by a Final Order; or (c) that is allowed (i) pursuant to the 
terms of a Final Order, (ii) pursuant to the terms of an agreement by and among the Holder(s) of 
such Claim and the Debtors, or (iii) under the terms of this Plan. Nothing in this Plan shall 
prejudice the ability of the Debtors or the Plan Administrator to object to any Claim. 

1.4 Asset Purchase Agreement means that certain purchase agreement between 
Bozel and Japan Metals & Chemicals, Co., Ltd. dated December 9, 2010. 

1.5 Avoidance Action means any avoidance or recovery action under any of 
sections 502(d), 542, 544, 545, 547, 548, 549, 550, 551 and 553 of the Bankruptcy Code, or 
under related state or federal statutes and common law, whether or not litigation has been 
commenced with respect to such cause of action as of the Effective Date. 

1.6 Ballot means the ballot accompanying the Disclosure Statement upon which 
Holders of Impaired Claims who are entitled to vote on this Plan shall indicate whether they 
accept this Plan. 

1.7 Bankruptcy Code means title 11 of the United States Code, 11 U.S.C. §§ 101, et 
seq., together with all amendments, modifications and replacements of the foregoing, as the same 
may exist on any relevant date to the extent applicable to the Chapter 11 Cases. 

1.8 Bankruptcy Court means the United States Bankruptcy Court for the Southern 
District of New York or such other court as may have jurisdiction over the Chapter 11 Cases. 

1.9 Bankruptcy Rules means collectively: (a) the Federal Rules of Bankruptcy 
Procedure as promulgated by the United States Supreme Court under section 2075 of title 28 of 
the United States Code; (b) the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, as applicable to the Chapter 11 
Case or any proceedings therein; and (c) the local rules of the Bankruptcy Court, all as amended 
from time to time and applicable to the Chapter 11 Cases. 

1.10 Bankruptcy Schedules means the schedules of assets and liabilities, lists of 
executory contracts and unexpired leases, statements of financial affairs, and related information 
filed by the Debtors pursuant to Bankruptcy Rule 1007 on January 24, 2011 [Docket No. 152], 
February 22, 2011 [Docket No. 188] and August 23, 2011 [Docket No. 308], as the same may be 
amended or supplemented from time to time. 

1.11 Bar Order means the Order Establishing Uniform Bar Date and Procedures for 
Filing Proofs of Claims and/or Proofs of Interests and Approving the Form and Manner of 

Notice Thereof, dated March 8, 2011 [Docket No. 201]. 

1.12 Bozel S.A. Assets means all of the rights, title, and interests of Bozel S.A. in and 
to property of any type or nature (real, personal, intangible, and mixed), known and unknown, 
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including property of Bozel S.A.’s Estate as such property is defined in section 541 of the 
Bankruptcy Code, as well as all property and Cash in Bozel S.A.’s possession, custody, or 
control on the Effective Date, including without limitation Claims, Causes of Action and the 
proceeds thereof, and Insurance Policies and the proceeds thereof. 

1.13 Bozel, LLC Assets means all of the rights, title, and interests of Bozel, LLC in 
and to property of any type or nature (real, personal, intangible, and mixed), known and 
unknown, including property of Bozel, LLC’s Estate as such property is defined in section 541 
of the Bankruptcy Code, as well as all property and Cash in Bozel, LLC’s possession, custody, or 
control on the Effective Date, including without limitation Claims, Causes of Action and the 
proceeds thereof, and Insurance Policies and the proceeds thereof. 

1.14 Business Day means any day except: (a) Saturday; (b) Sunday; (c) any other day 
on which banking institutions in New York, New York are required or authorized to be closed by 
law or executive order; and (d) the Friday immediately after Thanksgiving. 

1.15 Cash means legal tender of the United States of America and equivalents thereof. 

1.16 Cause of Action means any action, including any cause of action, liability, 
obligation, account, controversy, right to legal remedy, right to equitable remedy, right to 
payment, suit, debt, sum of money, damage, judgment, Claim or Demand whatsoever, whether 
known or unknown, now or in the future, reduced to judgment, not reduced to judgment, 
liquidated, unliquidated, fixed, contingent, matured, unmatured, disputed, undisputed, secured, or 
unsecured, whether asserted or assertable directly or derivatively, in law, equity or otherwise, 
including any Avoidance Action which may be brought by or on behalf of the Debtors and/or the 
Estates, arising under any provision of the Bankruptcy Code or other applicable law or regulation 
or similar governmental pronouncement. 

1.17 Chapter 11 Cases  means, with respect to both of the Debtors, Chapter 11 Cases 
under chapter 11 of the Bankruptcy Code jointly administered under Case No. 10-11802 (AJG) 
in the Bankruptcy Court, styled In re Bozel S.A., et al., Debtors. 

1.18 Claim means: (a) a right to payment, whether or not such right is reduced to 
judgment, liquidated, unliquidated, fixed, contingent, matured, unmatured, disputed, legal, 
equitable, secured, or unsecured; or (b) a right to an equitable remedy for breach of performance 
if such right gives rise to a right to payment, whether or not such right to an equitable remedy is 
reduced to judgment, fixed, contingent, matured, unmatured, disputed, undisputed, secured or 
unsecured. 

1.19 Claims Bar Date means May 9, 2011 for General Unsecured Claims and July 5, 
2011 for Governmental Claims and Administrative Expense Claims, as set forth in the Bar Order 
and Administrative Bar Order, and any other date established in the Chapter 11 Cases for the 
filing of Proofs of Claim. 

1.20 Claim Objection means any objection to a Proof of Claim Filed by the Debtors 
(prior to the Effective Date) or the Plan Administrator (following the Effective Date). 
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1.21 Class means a category of Holders of Claims or Interests described in Article II of 
this Plan. 

1.22 Committee means the Official Committee of Unsecured Creditors appointed in 
the Chapter 11 Cases. 

1.23 Confirmation means confirmation of this Plan by the Bankruptcy Court pursuant 
to section 1129 of the Bankruptcy Code. 

1.24 Confirmation Date means the date on which the clerk of the Bankruptcy Court 
enters the Confirmation Order on the docket in the Chapter 11 Cases. 

1.25 Confirmation Hearing means any hearing or hearings conducted by the 
Bankruptcy Court, pursuant to section 1128 of the Bankruptcy Code, to consider Confirmation of 
this Plan, as such hearing may be adjourned or continued from time to time. 

1.26 Confirmation Order means the order of the Bankruptcy Court confirming this 
Plan pursuant to section 1129 of the Bankruptcy Code. 

1.27 Creditor means a Holder of a Claim against either of the Debtors. 

1.28 Debtors means, collectively, Bozel S.A. and Bozel, LLC in the Chapter 11 Cases. 

1.29 Disallowed means, when used with respect to a Claim against the Debtors, a 
Claim that (a) is disallowed in whole or in part (but solely to the extent of such disallowance) by 
an order of the Bankruptcy Court or other court of competent jurisdiction; or (b) has been 
withdrawn, in whole or in part, by the Holder thereof. 

1.30 Disclosure Statement means the written disclosure statement with respect to this 
Plan, as such disclosure statement may be altered, amended or modified from time to time in 
accordance with the provisions of the Bankruptcy Code and the Bankruptcy Rules. 

1.31 Disputed Claim means a Claim against either of the Debtors, or any portion 
thereof, that is neither Allowed nor Disallowed or is contingent, disputed or unliquidated. 

1.32 Distribution shall mean the distribution or distributions by the Plan 
Administrator in accordance with this Plan of any available Cash or other Assets to Holders of 
Allowed Claims pursuant to this Plan or Final Order of the Bankruptcy Court. 

1.33 District Court means the United States District Court for the Southern District of 
New York. 

1.34 Effective Date means the first Business Day on which all conditions precedent to 
the effectiveness of this Plan have been satisfied or waived as provided in this Plan, unless 
extended by the Debtors upon written notice to the U.S. Trustee. 

1.35 Entity means any person or organization created by law, including, without 
limitation, any individual, company, corporation, limited liability company, partnership, 
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association, joint stock company, joint venture, estate, trust, unincorporated organization, or 
government or any political subdivision thereof. 

1.36 Estate means an estate created pursuant to section 541 of the Bankruptcy Code 
upon the commencement of the Chapter 11 Cases. 

1.37 Fee Claim means a Claim under sections 328, 330(a), 503, or 1103 of the 
Bankruptcy Code for payment of reasonable fees and reimbursement of reasonable expenses of a 
Professional with respect to services rendered in the Chapter 11 Cases on or prior to the Effective 
Date that has been approved by a Final Order.   

1.38 Filed means filed with the clerk of the Bankruptcy Court, including electronic 
filing via the Bankruptcy Court’s CM/ECF system. 

1.39 Final Distribution means the Distribution of available Cash made to the Holder 
of an Allowed Claim pursuant to this Plan, which after giving effect to such Distribution, results 
in remaining Assets with a de minimis value. 

1.40 Final Order means an order entered by the Bankruptcy Court or other court of 
competent jurisdiction on its docket as to which (i) the time to appeal, petition for certiorari, or 
move for reargument or rehearing has expired and as to which no appeal, petition for certiorari, 
or other proceedings for reargument or rehearing are then pending or (ii) in the event that an 
appeal, writ of certiorari, reargument, or rehearing thereof has been sought, such order of the 
Bankruptcy Court or any other court or adjudicative body has been affirmed by the highest court 
to which such order was appealed, or certiorari has been denied, or from which reargument or 
rehearing was sought, and the time to take any further appeal, petition for certiorari or move for 
reargument or rehearing has expired; provided, however, that no order shall fail to be a Final 
Order solely because of the possibility that a motion pursuant to Rule 60 of the Federal Rules of 
Civil Procedure, Rule 9024 of the Bankruptcy Rules, or any similar rule under the Bankruptcy 
Rules or the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure may be filed with respect to such order. 

1.41 General Unsecured Claim means any Claim against either Debtor that is not 
secured by a valid and enforceable Lien against property of the Debtors and that is not an 
Administrative Expense Claim, a Fee Claim, a Priority Tax Claim, or Non-Tax Priority Claim. 

1.42 Government Claim means any Claim filed by a “governmental unit” as defined 
in section 101(27) of the Bankruptcy Code. 

1.43 Holder means a Person or an Entity holding a Claim or Interest. 

1.44 Impaired means, when used with respect to a Claim or an Interest, a Claim or 
Interest as to which this Plan: (a) alters the legal, equitable, and contractual rights to which such 
claim or interest entitles the Holder of such claim or interest; or (b) notwithstanding any 
contractual provision or applicable law that entitles the Holder of such Claim or Interest to 
demand or receive accelerated payment of such Claim or Interest after the occurrence of a 
default: (i) does not cure any such default that occurred before or after the S.A. Petition Date or 
the LLC Petition Date, as the case may be; (ii) does not reinstate the maturity of such claim or 
interest as such maturity existed before such default; (iii) does not compensate the Holder of 
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such claim or interest for any damages incurred as a result of any reasonable reliance by such 
Holder on such contractual provision or such applicable law; (iv) if such claim or such interest 
arises from any failure to perform a nonmonetary obligation, other than a default arising from 
failure to operate a nonresidential real property lease subject to section 365(b)(1)(A) of the 
Bankruptcy Code, does not compensate the Holder of such claim or such interest (other than the 
debtor or an insider) for any actual pecuniary loss incurred by such Holder as a result of such 
failure; or (v) otherwise alters the legal, equitable, or contractual rights to which such claim or 
interest entitles the Holder of such claim or interest. 

1.45 Initial Distribution Date means (a) with respect to Allowed Administrative and 
Priority Claims, as soon as practicable after the Effective Date, and as soon as practicable after a 
Disputed Administrative or Priority Claim becomes an Allowed Claim; and (b) with respect to 
Unsecured Claims of each Estate, as soon as practicable after all non-Disallowed Administrative 
and Priority Claims against that Estate have been paid or reserved for and all Unsecured Claims 
against that Estate have been Allowed or Disallowed.  The Plan Administrator shall determine, in 
his discretion, a Final Distribution Date of all remaining Cash after the conclusion of the 
Liquidation of the Debtors. 

1.46 Intercompany Claims means any obligations between Bozel S.A. and Bozel, 
LLC through the Effective Date.1 

1.47 Interest means the legal, equitable, contractual, or other rights of a Holder of any 
existing or prospective Interest in a Debtor or Debtors (solely in their capacity as Holders 
thereof), including the rights of any Person to purchase or demand the issuance of any Interest, 
including (i) conversion, exchange, voting, participation, and dividend rights; (ii) liquidation 
preferences; (iii) stock options, warrants, and put rights; and (iv) share-appreciation rights; or (v) 
any other stock, membership, or other equity right pertaining or in any way relating to any 
Debtor or Debtors. 

1.48 LLC Petition Date means January 5, 2011, the date on which Bozel, LLC filed 
its voluntary petition for relief under Chapter 11 of the Bankruptcy Code. 

1.49 Lien means any charge against or interest in property to secure payment of a debt 
or performance of an obligation. 

1.50 Local Rules means the Local Rules for the Bankruptcy Court, as now in effect or 
as the same may be amended from time to time. 

1.51 Non-Tax Priority Claim means a Claim that is accorded priority in right of 
payment pursuant to section 507(a) of the Bankruptcy Code and that is not an Administrative 
Expense Claim or a Priority Tax Claim. 

1.52 Other Priority Claim means a Claim accorded priority in right of payment under 
section 507(a) of the Bankruptcy Code that is not a Priority Tax Claim. 

                                                 
1 Intercompany Claims specifically excludes any Claims or other obligations between any Debtor and any former 
affiliate or subsidiary of a Debtor.   
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1.53 Payment Date means the date of the Initial Distribution and all other 
Distributions thereafter, including the Final Distribution. 

1.54 Person means any individual or entity of any nature whatsoever, specifically 
including, without limitation, an individual, firm, company, corporation, partnership, trust, 
governmental unit, joint venture, association, joint stock company, limited liability company, 
Estates, unincorporated organization, or other entity. 

1.55 Petition Date means the S.A. Petition Date and the LLC Petition Date.  

1.56 Plan means this Joint Plan of Liquidation including any supplements, schedules 
and exhibits hereto, either in its present form or as the same may be amended, modified, or 
supplemented from time to time in accordance with the terms hereof. 

1.57 Plan Administration Fund means $500,000 to be available to the Plan 
Administrator.  

1.58 Plan Administrator means such Person designated under this Plan as the 
representative of the Debtors and the Debtors’ Estates for purposes of administering and 
consummating this Plan, the identity of whom is disclosed on Exhibit A hereto, or otherwise as 
may be determined and disclosed in the Confirmation Order.  The terms of engagement of the 
Plan Administrator shall be disclosed in the Plan Supplement; references to the Debtor(s) shall 
include the Plan Administrator post-Effective Date as the circumstances shall require.   

1.59 Plan Documents means, collectively, (a) this Plan, (b) the Disclosure Statement, 
(c) the Plan Supplement; (d) all of the exhibits and schedules attached to any of the foregoing, 
and (e) any other document necessary to implement this Plan. 

1.60 Plan Supplement means the compilation of documents specified in this Plan and 
Disclosure Statement which the Debtors shall file with the Bankruptcy Court on or before the 
date that is five (5) Business Days prior to the deadline for the filing and service of objections to 
this Plan, all of which are incorporated herein by reference. 

1.61 Priority Tax Claim means a Government Claim of the kind specified in sections 
502(i) and 507(a)(8) of the Bankruptcy Code. 

1.62 Professional means any Person employed or to be compensated pursuant to 
sections 327, 328, 330, 331, 503(b) or 1103 of the Bankruptcy Code, or employed pursuant to 
the terms of this Plan. 

1.63 Proof of Claim means any proof of Claim Filed with the Bankruptcy Court with 
respect to the Debtors pursuant to the Administrative Bar Order or the Bar Order. 

1.64 Pro Rata means, with respect to any Distribution to a Class under this Plan, at 
any time, a proportion calculated as a ratio of the amount of an Allowed Claim in a Class to (i) 
the amount of all Allowed Claims in such Class of Claims or (ii) prior to allowance or 
disallowance of Claims in a Class, the sum of all Allowed Claims and Disputed Claims in such 
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Class.  For purposes of this calculation, the amount of a Disputed Claim shall equal the lesser of 
(x) its face amount and (y) the amount estimated as Allowed. 

1.65 Record Date means, for purposes of voting on this Plan, the date on which the 
Bankruptcy Court approves the Disclosure Statement, and for purposes of making distributions 
under this Plan, the Confirmation Date. 

1.66 S.A. Petition Date means April 6, 2010, the date on which Bozel S.A. filed its 
voluntary petition for relief under Chapter 11 of the Bankruptcy Code. 

1.67 Secured Claim means a Claim that is: (a) secured by a valid, duly perfected, non-
avoidable security interest in the interest of the Debtors’ property, to the extent of the value, as of 
the Effective Date or such other date as is established by the Bankruptcy Court, of such Holder’s 
interest in the Debtors’ interest in such property, as determined by a Final Order of the 
Bankruptcy Court pursuant to section 506(a) of the Bankruptcy Code or as otherwise agreed in 
writing by the Debtors and the Holder; or (b) secured by the amount of any valid, non-avoidable 
rights of setoff of the Holder thereof under section 553 of the Bankruptcy Code. 

1.68 Sole Director means Andrew D. Bickerton, as liquidator of Wellgate. 

1.69 Solicitation Procedures Order means the Order Approving the Disclosure 
Statement and Solicitation Procedures entered by the Bankruptcy Court. 

1.70 Unimpaired means a Claim or Interest, or a Class of Claims or Interests, as 
appropriate, that is not Impaired within the meaning of section 1124 of the Bankruptcy Code 
under this Plan. 

1.71 U.S. Trustee means the United States Trustee appointed under section 581 of title 
28 of the United States Code to serve in Region 2. 

1.72 U.S. Trustee Fees means fees payable pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1930 and any 
interest accruing thereon pursuant to 31 U.S.C. § 3717. 

1.73 Voting Deadline means the deadline or deadlines established by the Bankruptcy 
Court for parties to submit their Ballots to accept or reject this Plan. 

1.74 Wellgate means Wellgate International Ltd., a company formed in the British 
Virgin Islands. 

ARTICLE II 

CLASSIFICATION OF CLAIMS AND INTERESTS 

2.1 Classification.  Pursuant to sections 1122 and 1123 of the Bankruptcy Code, set 
forth below is a designation of classes of Claims and Interests in the Debtors.  Pursuant to section 
1123(a)(1) of the Bankruptcy Code, Administrative Expense Claims and Priority Tax Claims are 
not classified in this Plan.  Holders of these claims are Unimpaired by this Plan, are conclusively 
presumed to have accepted this Plan, and as such are not entitled to vote to accept or reject this 
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Plan.  The classification of Claims and Interests listed below shall be for all purposes including 
voting, confirmation and Distributions pursuant to this Plan, as follows: 

Class Sub-Class Debtor Designation Impairment Entitled to Vote 

Unclassified 
N/A 

Bozel S.A. 
Bozel, LLC 

U.S. Trustee 
Fees 

Unimpaired 
No  

Unclassified 
N/A 

Bozel S.A. 
Bozel, LLC 

Administrative 
Expense Claims 

Unimpaired 
No  

Unclassified 
N/A 

Bozel S.A. 
Bozel, LLC 

Priority Tax 
Claims 

Unimpaired 
No  

Class 1A Bozel S.A. General 
Unsecured 
Claims 

Impaired Yes  
 
 

Class 1 
Class 1B Bozel, LLC General 

Unsecured 
Claims 

Impaired Yes 

Class 2 N/A Bozel S.A. Pre-Petition Date 
Intercompany 

Claims 

Impaired No (conclusively 
presumed to 

reject) 

Class 3A Bozel S.A. Equity Interests 
in Bozel S.A. 

Impaired No (conclusively 
presumed to 

reject) 

 
 

Class 3 

Class 3B Bozel, LLC Equity Interests 
in Bozel, LLC 

Impaired No (conclusively 
presumed to 

reject) 

ARTICLE III 

TREATMENT OF UNCLASSIFIED CLAIMS 

3.1 Allowed Administrative Expense Claims.  The legal and equitable rights of the 
Holders of Administrative Expense Claims are unaltered by this Plan.  Except to the extent that a 
Holder of an Allowed Administrative Expense Claim agrees to a different treatment, or as 
otherwise provided for in this Plan, as soon as reasonably practicable after the later of (i) the 
Effective Date and (ii) the date on which an Administrative Expense Claim becomes an Allowed 
Administrative Expense Claim, the Plan Administrator shall pay to each Holder of an Allowed 
Administrative Expense Claim from Bozel S.A. Assets, in full satisfaction, settlement, and 
release of and in exchange for such Allowed Administrative Expense Claim (i) Cash equal to the 
amount of such Allowed Administrative Expense Claim or (ii) such other treatment as to which 
the Plan Administrator and the Holder of such Allowed Administrative Expense Claim shall 
have agreed upon. 
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3.2 Priority Tax Claims.  Except to the extent that the holder of an Allowed Priority 
Tax Claim has been paid by the Debtors prior to the Effective Date or agrees to a different 
treatment, each holder of an Allowed Priority Tax Claim, if any, shall, in accordance with 
section 1129(a)(9)(C) of the Bankruptcy Code, receive in full satisfaction, settlement and 
discharge of and in exchange for such Allowed Priority Tax Claim, either of the following, at the 
sole and absolute discretion of the Plan Administrator: (a) Cash in an amount equal to the unpaid 
portion of such Allowed Priority Tax Claim from the Bozel S.A. Assets or the Bozel, LLC 
Assets, as the case may be, on the latest of: (i) the Effective Date; (ii) the date such Priority Tax 
Claim becomes an Allowed Claim, or as soon thereafter as is practicable; and (iii) the date such 
Allowed Priority Tax Claim becomes due and payable under applicable non-bankruptcy law; or 
(b) regular installment payments in Cash (i) of a total value, as of the Effective Date, equal to the 
allowed amount of such Priority Tax Claim; (ii) over a period ending not later than five (5) years 
after the S.A. Petition Date or the LLC Petition Date, as applicable; and (iii) in a manner not less 
favorable than the most favored nonpriority General Unsecured Claim provided for by this Plan 
(other than cash payments made to a class of creditors under section 1122(b) of the Bankruptcy 
Code). 

3.3 U.S. Trustee Fees and Post-Confirmation Operating Reports.  All unpaid U.S. 
Trustee Fees incurred before the Effective Date shall be paid by the Debtors in full on the 
Effective Date prior to Administrative Expense Claims.  In addition, all U.S. Trustee Fees 
incurred after the Effective Date shall be timely paid by the Plan Administrator in the ordinary 
course as such U.S. Trustee Fees become due and payable, until the entry of a final decree.  The 
Final Administrative Expense Claims Bar Date shall not apply to U.S. Trustee Fees.  The Plan 
Administrator shall file quarterly operating reports until the entry of a final decree closing the 
Chapter 11 Cases. 

ARTICLE IV 

BAR DATES AND FEE CLAIMS 

4.1 Bar Dates for Administrative Expense Claims.  By the Administrative Bar 
Order, the Bankruptcy Court directed each creditor, claimant and party-in-interest, excluding 
those professionals whose retention had previously been approved by the Bankruptcy Court, 
seeking payment of any Administrative Expense Claim, to do so prior to July 5, 2011. To the 
extent that any Proof of Claim filed pursuant to the Administrative Bar Order included an 
estimate of additional amounts to be incurred in relation to the Administrative Expense Claim, 
the Confirmation Order shall establish a deadline for filing an additional Proof of Claim related 
thereto (the “Final Administrative Claims Bar Date”).  The Final Administrative Claims Bar 
Date shall be thirty (30) days after the Effective Date, unless otherwise ordered by the 
Bankruptcy Court.  Holders of Administrative Expense Claims that are subject to the Final 
Administrative Expense Claims Bar Date shall submit requests for payment with respect to such 
additional claim on or before such Final Administrative Expense Claims Bar Date or be forever 
barred from submitting any request on account of such Administrative Expense Claims. 

4.2 Applications for Fee Claims.  All applications by Professionals in respect of Fee 
Claims or Administrative Expense Claims subject to section 503 of the Bankruptcy Code shall be 
filed with the Bankruptcy Court within sixty (60) days after the Effective Date, subject to 
extension by order of the Bankruptcy Court.  Any such application not filed within sixty (60) 
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days after the Effective Date shall be deemed waived and the Holder of such Claim shall be 
forever barred from receiving payment on account thereof.  Except as set forth otherwise in this 
Plan, each holder of an Allowed Fee Claim shall receive 100% of the unpaid amount of such 
Allowed Fee Claim in Cash after such Fee Claim becomes an Allowed Claim.  

ARTICLE V 

TREATMENT OF CLASSIFIED CLAIMS AND INTERESTS 

5.1 Class 1 - General Unsecured Claims.   

(a)  Class 1A - General Unsecured Claims against Bozel S.A.  As soon as 
reasonably practicable after the later of (i) the Initial Distribution Date, and (ii) the date on which 
such General Unsecured Claim becomes an Allowed General Unsecured Claim, the Plan 
Administrator shall pay from Bozel S.A. Assets to each Holder of an Allowed General 
Unsecured Claim against Bozel S.A., in full satisfaction, settlement, release, extinguishment and 
discharge of such Claim, such Holder’s Pro Rata Share of the Bozel S.A. Assets;  provided, 
however, that no Holder of an Allowed General Unsecured Claim shall be entitled to receive 
more than the amount of such Allowed Claim; provided further that the Pro Rata share of the 
Bozel S.A. Assets allocable to the Holders of Class 1A Claims shall be determined after 
calculating the payment owed to the Holders of Administrative Expense Claims and Allowed 
Fee Claims.  Subsequent Distributions shall be made by the Plan Administrator as Bozel S.A. 
Assets are available. 

Class 1A is Impaired under this Plan.  Each holder of a General Unsecured Claim against 
Bozel S.A. shall be entitled to vote to accept or reject this Plan to the extent and in the manner 
provided in Article VI below and in the Disclosure Statement and Solicitation Procedures Order. 

(b) Class 1B - General Unsecured Claims against Bozel, LLC.  As soon as 
reasonably practicable after the later of (i) the Initial Distribution Date and (ii) the date on which 
such General Unsecured Claim becomes an Allowed General Unsecured Claim, the Plan 
Administrator shall pay from Bozel, LLC Assets to each Holder of an Allowed General 
Unsecured Claim against Bozel, LLC, in full satisfaction, settlement, release, extinguishment and 
discharge of such Claim, such Holder’s Pro Rata Share of the Bozel, LLC Assets;  provided, 
however, that no Holder of an Allowed General Unsecured Claim shall be entitled to receive 
more than the amount of such Allowed Claim; provided further that the Pro Rata share of the 
Bozel, LLC Assets allocable to the Holders of Class 1B Claims shall be determined after 
calculating the payment owed to the Holders of Administrative Expense Claims and Allowed 
Fee Claims.  Subsequent Distributions shall be made by the Plan Administrator as Bozel, LLC 
Assets are available. 

Class 1B is Impaired under this Plan.  Each holder of a General Unsecured Claim against 
Bozel, LLC shall be entitled to vote to accept or reject this Plan to the extent and in the manner 
provided in Article VI below and in the Disclosure Statement and Solicitation Procedures Order. 

5.2 Class 2 – Pre-Petition Date Intercompany Claims.  In full settlement, 
satisfaction, release and discharge of any and all pre-Petition Date Intercompany Claims, all pre-
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Petition Date Intercompany Claims shall be eliminated and discharged as of the Effective Date, 
by either offset, cancellation or contribution of such pre-Petition Date Intercompany Claims. 

Class 2 is Impaired under this Plan.  Each holder of a pre-Petition Date Intercompany 
Claim is deemed to have rejected this Plan and is therefore not entitled to vote to accept or reject 
this Plan. 

5.3 Class 3– Equity Interests.  

(a) Class 3A- Equity Interests in Bozel S.A.  All Equity Interests in Bozel 
S.A. shall be automatically extinguished and cancelled as of the Effective Date.   No holder of an 
Equity Interest in Bozel S.A. shall receive a distribution on account of such Equity Interest 
unless and until all other Allowed Claims against Bozel S.A. are satisfied in full.   

Class 3A is Impaired under this Plan.  Each holder of an Equity Interest in Bozel S.A. is 
deemed to have rejected this Plan and is therefore not entitled to vote to accept or reject this 
Plan. 

(b) Class 3B – Equity Interests in Bozel, LLC.  All Equity Interests in Bozel, 
LLC shall be automatically extinguished and cancelled as of the Effective Date.   No holder of an 
Equity Interest in Bozel S.A. shall receive a distribution on account of such Equity Interest 
unless and until all other Allowed Claims against Bozel, LLC are satisfied in full.   

Class 3B is Impaired under this Plan.  Each holder of an Equity Interest in Bozel, LLC is 
deemed to have rejected this Plan and is therefore not entitled to vote to accept or reject this 
Plan. 

ARTICLE VI 

ACCEPTANCE OR REJECTION 

6.1 Classes Entitled to Vote.  Holders of Claims in Classes 1A and 1B (General 
Unsecured Claims) are Impaired by this Plan and shall be entitled to vote to accept or reject this 
Plan.  Any Holder of a Claim or Interest in an Unimpaired Class of Claims or Interests shall not 
be entitled to vote to accept or reject this Plan. 

6.2 Class Acceptance Requirement.  Acceptance of this Plan by any Impaired Class 
of Claims shall be determined in accordance with section 1126 of the Bankruptcy Code and the 
terms of the Solicitation Procedures Order. 

6.3 Rejection by Impaired Classes Receiving No Distribution.  Class 2 (pre-
Petition Date Intercompany Claims), 3A (Equity Interests in Bozel S.A.) and 3B (Equity 
Interests in Bozel, LLC) shall receive no Distribution under this Plan, and are conclusively 
presumed to have rejected this Plan pursuant to Section 1126(f) of the Bankruptcy Code.  
Therefore, solicitation of votes of holders of Claims in Class 2 and Equity Interests in Classes 3A 
and 3B is not required. 

6.4 Cramdown.  The Debtors shall have the right to request the Bankruptcy Court to 
confirm this Plan in accordance with Section 1129(b) of the Bankruptcy Code. 
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ARTICLE VII 

MEANS FOR IMPLEMENTATION 

7.1 Implementation on the Effective Date.  This Plan shall be implemented by the 
Plan Administrator in a manner consistent with the terms and conditions set forth in this Plan and 
the Confirmation Order. 

7.2 Funding for this Plan.  This Plan shall be funded from the Bozel S.A. Assets and 
the Bozel, LLC Assets. 

7.3 Plan Administration Fund and Post-Effective Date Administration.   

(a) Plan Administration Fund.  On the Effective Date, the Debtors shall 
transfer to the Plan Administrator the Plan Administration Fund and any other remaining Cash of 
the Estates.  

(b) Allocation.  The Plan Administration Fund will be allocated $400,000 to 
Bozel S.A. and $100,0002 to Bozel, LLC.  The Plan Administrator will establish two accounts, 
one for Bozel S.A. and one for Bozel, LLC.   

(c) Tax Returns.  Out of the Plan Administration Fund account of Bozel, 
LLC, the Plan Administrator shall pay the fees and expenses incurred for preparation and filing 
of tax returns for or on behalf of Bozel, LLC for the period from the LLC Petition Date through 
the Effective Date; to the extent that such fees and expenses are paid prior to the Effective Date 
the amount of such payment shall be deducted from the Plan Administration Fund account of 
Bozel, LLC.  The Debtors and the Committee shall have agreed on a tax preparer and such 
preparer’s anticipated fees and expenses, and the pre-Effective Date filing of tax returns to the 
satisfaction of the Debtors.  To the extent that tax returns for or on behalf of Bozel S.A. or Bozel, 
LLC have not been filed for the period through the Effective Date, the Sole Director shall be 
vested with authority to approve and file such returns after the Effective Date.    

(d) Expenses of Administration.  The Debtors shall have authority to pay all 
expenses of administration including Allowed Administrative Expense Claims and Allowed Fee 
Claims as long as the Plan Administration Fund shall be available on the Effective Date.    

(e) Excess Cash.  The Plan Administrator shall disburse any Cash of the 
Estates in excess of the Plan Administration Fund in satisfaction of Allowed Administrative 
Expense Claims and Allowed Fee Claims in accordance with the directions of the Debtors prior 
to the Effective Date or pursuant to an Order of the Bankruptcy Court.   

                                                 
2 Pursuant to sections 7.3(b) and 7.3(c) of the Plan, the $100,000 cash transferred to the Plan Administrator may be 
reduced by up to $50,000 if required Bozel, LLC tax filings are prepared by BDO and are filed on or before the 
Effective Date of the Plan; if BDO prepares and files the returns on or before the Effective Date, then BDO shall be 
paid for its tax preparation work in accordance with its revised retention agreement and cash transferred to the Plan 
Administrator shall be reduced by the amount of BDO’s charges for the tax preparation, not to exceed $50,000.  If 
the tax filings are made after the Effective Date, the Plan Administrator will pay BDO for the tax services rendered, 
not to exceed $50,000. 
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(f) Assignment of Causes of Action.  On the Effective Date, all Causes of 
Action of Bozel, LLC shall be deemed assigned to Bozel S.A. such that they may be pursued by 
the Plan Administrator on behalf of Bozel S.A., in full and final settlement of any and all 
Administrative Expense Claims that may be asserted by Bozel S.A. against Bozel, LLC.      

(g) Cooperation.  The Debtors’ representatives including the Sole Director 
and the Debtors’ counsel and financial advisor shall reasonably cooperate with the Plan 
Administrator in appropriate transition and in support of the Plan Administrator’s administration 
of the post-Effective Date Estates.  Reasonable out of pocket expenses shall be agreed upon and 
reimbursed.   

(h) Allowed Claims for Profsesionals for the Debtors.  The Professionals for 
the Debtors shall have an Allowed Claim of $500,000 in Class 1A.  After the distribution by the 
Plan Administrator to the Creditors holding Allowed Claims in Class 1A and Class 1B totaling 
$900,000 (exclusive of the Allowed Claim of the Professionals for the Debtors), the 
Professionals for the Debtors shall thereafter share, pari passu, with the Creditors holding 
Allowed Claims in Class 1A until the Professionals for the Debtors are actually paid in an 
amount not to exceed $250,000, upon which such Claim shall be deemed fully satisfied.    

(i) Objections to Claims.  All objections to Claims shall reside solely within 
the Plan Administrator’s discretion except that the Debtors’ professionals with residual claims 
shall have the right to object to Claims only upon: (i) notice to and no objection by the Plan 
Administrator, or (ii) order of the Bankruptcy Court.   

(j) Plan Administrator Compensation.  The Plan Administrator’s 
compensation shall be as set forth on Exhibit A hereto. 

(k) Disputes.  Any disputes with respect to this Section 7.3 shall be heard 
before and determined by the Bankruptcy Court. 

7.4 Vesting of Assets in the Debtors.  As of the Effective Date, pursuant to the 
provisions of section 1141(b) and (c) of the Bankruptcy Code, and in order to implement the 
provisions of Article VII of this Plan, including Section 7.3(f) hereof, the Bozel S.A. Assets shall 
vest in Bozel S.A. free and clear of all Claims, liens, encumbrances, charges, membership 
interests and other interests, except as otherwise expressly provided herein or in the 
Confirmation Order, and subject to the terms and conditions of this Plan and the Confirmation 
Order.  Likewise, on the Effective Date, pursuant to the provisions of section 1141(b) and (c) of 
the Bankruptcy Code, the Bozel, LLC Assets shall vest in Bozel, LLC free and clear of all 
Claims, liens, encumbrances, charges, membership interests and other interests, except as 
otherwise expressly provided herein or in the Confirmation Order, and subject to the terms and 
conditions of this Plan and the Confirmation Order. 

7.5 Continuing Existence.  From and after the Effective Date, the Debtors shall 
continue in existence for the purposes of (i) winding up their affairs as expeditiously as 
reasonably possible, (ii) liquidating, by conversion to Cash, or other methods, of any remaining 
Bozel S.A. Assets or Bozel, LLC Assets, as applicable, as expeditiously as reasonably possible, 
(iii) enforcing and prosecuting claims, interests, rights and privileges of the Debtors, including, 
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without limitation, the prosecution of Causes of Action, (iv) resolving Disputed Claims, (v) 
administering this Plan, (vi) filing appropriate tax returns and (vii) performing all such other acts 
and conditions required by and consistent with consummation of the terms of this Plan. 

7.6 Closing or Dismissal of the Chapter 11 Cases.  When all Disputed Claims filed 
against the Debtors have become Allowed Claims or have been disallowed, and all Bozel S.A. 
Assets and Bozel, LLC Assets have been liquidated and converted into Cash, and such Cash has 
been distributed in accordance with this Plan, or at such earlier time as the Plan Administrator 
deems appropriate for either Bozel S.A. or Bozel, LLC, the Plan Administrator shall seek 
authority from the Bankruptcy Court to close or dismiss the Chapter 11 Cases in accordance with 
the Bankruptcy Code and the Bankruptcy Rules.  In the event of the dismissal of the Chapter 11 
Cases, notwithstanding the provisions of section 349(b)(2) of the Bankruptcy Code, all orders of 
the Bankruptcy Court shall remain in effect.   

7.7 Corporate Action.  This Plan shall be administered by the Plan Administrator 
and all actions taken under this Plan in the name of the Debtors shall be taken through the Plan 
Administrator.  Upon distribution of all Assets pursuant to this Plan and the filing by the Plan 
Administrator of a certification to that effect with the Bankruptcy Court (which may be included 
in the application for the entry of the final decree), the Debtors shall be deemed dissolved for all 
purposes without the necessity for any other or further actions to be taken by or on behalf of the 
Debtors or payments to be made therewith; provided, however, that the Debtors may take 
appropriate action to dissolve under applicable law.  From and after the Effective Date, the 
Debtors shall not be required to file any document, or take any action, to withdraw their business 
operations from any states where the Debtors previously conducted business. 

7.8 Winding Up Affairs.  On and after the Effective Date, the Plan Administrator 
may, in the name of the Debtors, take actions to consummate this Plan and wind up the affairs of 
the Debtors without supervision or approval by the Bankruptcy Court and free of any restrictions 
of the Bankruptcy Code or the Bankruptcy Rules, other than the restrictions imposed by this Plan 
or the Confirmation Order. 

7.9 Powers and Duties of the Plan Administrator.  The Plan Administrator shall act 
for the Debtors in a fiduciary capacity as applicable to a board of directors or trustees, subject to 
the provisions of this Plan, and shall be subject in such capacity to the full jurisdiction of the 
Bankruptcy Court.  The powers and duties of the Plan Administrator shall include the following: 

(a) acting on behalf of the Debtors in all adversary proceedings and contested 
matters (including, without limitation, on the behalf of Bozel, LLC in the 
pursuit of the Causes of Action, including the Avoidance Actions), then 
pending or that can be commenced in the Bankruptcy Court and in all 
actions and proceedings pending or commenced elsewhere and to settle, 
retain, enforce, dispute or adjust any claim and otherwise pursue actions 
involving Assets of the Debtor that could arise or be asserted at any time 
under the Bankruptcy Code, unless otherwise waived or relinquished in 
this Plan; 
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(b) investing Cash in accordance with section 345 of the Bankruptcy Code, 
and withdrawing and making Distributions of Cash to holders of Allowed 
Claims and paying taxes and other obligations owed by the Debtors or 
incurred by the Plan Administrator in connection with the wind-down of 
the Estates in accordance with this Plan; 

(c) engaging attorneys, consultants, agents, employees and all professional 
persons, to assist the Plan Administrator with respect to the Plan 
Administrator’s responsibilities; 

(d) executing and delivering all documents, and taking all actions, necessary 
to consummate this Plan and wind down the Debtors’ business; 

(e) assisting with the Debtors’ continued performance obligations under the 
Asset Purchase Agreement; 

(f) coordinating the turnover of property, if any, subject to rejected executory 
contracts or abandonment or liquidation of any retained assets; 

(g) coordinating the collection of outstanding accounts receivable; 

(h) coordinating the storage and maintenance of the Debtors’ books and 
records; 

(i) overseeing compliance with the Debtors’ accounting, finance and 
reporting obligations; 

(j) preparing necessary reports and financial statements including United 
States Trustee reports; 

(k) overseeing the filing of final tax returns, audits and other corporate 
dissolution documents if required; 

(l) performing any additional corporate actions as necessary to carry out the 
wind down and liquidation of the Debtors; 

(m) paying the fees and expenses of the attorneys, consultants, agents, 
employees and professional persons engaged by the Debtors and the Plan 
Administrator, as well as all other expenses for winding down the affairs 
of the Debtors; 

(n) disposing of, and delivering title to others of, or otherwise realizing the 
value of all the remaining Assets; 

(o) objecting to, compromising and settling Claims; 

(p) implementing and/or enforcing all provisions of this Plan;  
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(q) effectuating all activities necessary to conclude administration of, and 
closing or dismissing, the Chapter 11 Cases; and  

(r) such other powers as may be vested in or assumed by the Plan 
Administrator pursuant to this Plan or Bankruptcy Court order or as may 
be needed or appropriate to carry out the provisions of this Plan. 

7.10 Distributions.  The Plan Administrator shall make Distributions to holders of 
Allowed Claims as follows: 

from the Bozel S.A. Assets: 

(a) first to the U.S. Trustee to satisfy U.S. Trustee Fees;  

(b) second to holders of Allowed Administrative Expense Claims that were 
unpaid on the Effective Date;  

(c) next to holders of Priority Tax Claims, if any;  

(d) next to holders of Allowed Class 1A Bozel S.A. General Unsecured 
Claims following the Initial Distribution under this Plan; and  

(e) next to holders of Class 3A Equity Interests in Bozel S.A.; and 

from the Bozel, LLC Assets: 

(a) first to the U.S. Trustee to satisfy U.S. Trustee Fees; 

(b) second to holders of Priority Tax Claims, if any;  

(c) next to holders of Allowed Class 1B Bozel, LLC General Unsecured 
Claims following the Initial Distribution under this Plan,  

(d) next to the holder of Class 3B Equity Interests in Bozel, LLC, for 
distribution pursuant to this Plan. 

7.11 Cancellation of Instruments and Stock.  On the Effective Date, the following 
shall automatically be cancelled and extinguished, whether issued or authorized to be issued:  (i) 
any and all stock options; (ii) any and all warrants; and (iii) any instrument evidencing or 
creating any indebtedness or obligation of the Debtors. 

7.12 Preservation of Causes of Action.  On the Effective Date: (i) the Plan 
Administrator shall be vested with authority and standing to prosecute the Causes of Action, 
including but not limited to, the Avoidance Actions on behalf of the Debtors, and to compromise, 
settle, or litigate the Causes of Action, and (ii) the Causes of Action of Bozel, LLC shall be 
assigned to Bozel S.A.  A non-exhaustive list of the Causes of Action, including the potential 
defendants and the nature of the Causes of Action is attached to the Disclosure Statement as 
Exhibit C.   
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ARTICLE VIII 

CONDITIONS TO CONFIRMATION AND CONSUMMATION 

8.1 Condition Precedent to Confirmation of this Plan.  This Plan shall not be 
confirmed unless and until the Confirmation Order shall have been entered and be a Final Order. 

8.2 Conditions to Effective Date.  The Effective Date shall occur only if: 

(a) the Confirmation Order has become a Final Order and has not been 
vacated, reversed, stayed, enjoined or restrained by order of a court of competent jurisdiction; 
and  

(b) the Plan Administration Fund is fully funded. 

8.3 Effect of Non-occurrence of the Conditions to the Effective Date.  If each of 
the conditions to the occurrence of the Effective Date have not been satisfied on or before the 
date which is no later than the first Business Day after sixty (60) days after the Confirmation 
Order is entered, or by such later date as is approved by the Bankruptcy Court after notice and a 
hearing, then upon motion by any party in interest made before the time that each of the 
conditions has been satisfied or duly waived, the Confirmation Order may be vacated by the 
Bankruptcy Court; provided, however, that, notwithstanding the filing of such a motion, the 
Confirmation Order shall not be vacated if each of the conditions to occurrence of the Effective 
Date is either satisfied before the Bankruptcy Court enters an order granting the relief requested 
in such motion.  If the Confirmation Order is vacated by Final Order, this Plan shall be null and 
void in all respects, and nothing contained in this Plan shall:  (a) constitute a waiver or release of 
any Claims by or against the Debtors; or (b) prejudice in any manner the rights of any of the 
Debtors or other party in interest, including, without limitation, the right to seek a further 
extension of the exclusivity periods under section 1121(d) of the Bankruptcy Code. 

ARTICLE IX 

PROVISIONS GOVERNING DISTRIBUTIONS AND RESERVES 

9.1 Means of Cash Payment.  Cash payments made pursuant to this Plan shall be in 
U.S. funds, except in the case of foreign creditors, who may be paid in their local currency at the 
discretion of the Plan Administrator, by the means, including by check or wire transfer, 
determined by the Plan Administrator. 

9.2 Delivery of Distributions.  Distributions to Holders of Allowed Claims shall be 
made (i) at the addresses set forth on the Proofs of Claim Filed by such Holders (or at the last 
known addresses of such Holders if no Proof of Claim is Filed or if the Debtors have been 
notified of a change of address); (ii) at the addresses set forth in any written notices of address 
changes delivered to the Plan Administrator; or (iii) if no Proof of Claim has been Filed and the 
Plan Administrator not received a written notice of a change of address, at the addresses reflected 
in the Bankruptcy Schedules, if any. 

9.3 Partial Distributions.  The Plan Administrator, in his or her discretion, may issue 
partial or interim Distributions.   
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9.4 No Distributions Pending Allowance.  Notwithstanding any other provision of 
this Plan, no payment or Distributions by the Plan Administrator shall be made with respect to all 
or any portion of a Disputed Claim unless and until all Avoidance Actions with respect to the 
Holder of such Claim and all objections to such Disputed Claim have been settled or withdrawn 
or have been determined by Final Order, and the Disputed Claim, or some portion thereof, has 
become an Allowed Claim. 

9.5 Preservation of Right to Object to Claims.  The Plan Administrator shall retain 
the right to object to any Claim within one hundred and twenty (120) days of the Confirmation 
Date, subject to further extension.  

9.6 Undeliverable Distributions.  If any Distribution is returned as undeliverable, 
the Plan Administrator shall make such efforts as he or she deems appropriate to determine the 
current address of the Holder of the Claim.  Amounts in respect of any undeliverable 
Distributions made by the Plan Administrator shall be held in trust by the Plan Administrator 
until the Distributions are claimed or are deemed to be unclaimed property under section 347(b) 
of the Bankruptcy Code and this Plan (“Unclaimed Property”). 

9.7 Unclaimed Property.  All Property distributed on account of Claims must be 
claimed within the later of 90 days after the Effective Date or the date such distribution is made 
to such Holder or, in the case of a distribution made in the form of a check, must be negotiated or 
a request for reissuance be made.  Nothing contained in this Plan shall require the Debtors (or 
Plan Administrator) to attempt to locate any Holder of an Allowed Claim other than by 
reviewing the Debtors’ records.  Pursuant to sections 347(b) and 1143 of the Bankruptcy Code, 
all Claims in respect of Unclaimed Property shall be deemed Disallowed and the Holder of any 
Claim Disallowed is forever barred, expunged, estopped and enjoined from asserting such Claim 
in any manner against the Debtors or their Estates.  Unclaimed Property shall be distributed to all 
other Holders of Allowed Claims as applicable. 

9.8 Time Bar to Cash Payments by Check.  Checks issued by the Plan 
Administrator on account of Allowed Claims shall be null and void if not negotiated within 90 
days after the date of issuance thereof, except as otherwise agreed by the Plan Administrator.  
Requests for the reissuance of any check that becomes null and void pursuant to this Plan shall 
be made directly to the Plan Administrator by the Holder of the Allowed Claim to whom the 
check was originally issued.  Any Claim in respect of such voided check shall be made in writing 
on or before the first anniversary of the date the check was issued, or shall be discharged and 
forever barred.  The funds that would otherwise constitute the proceeds of such checks shall be 
distributed as Unclaimed Property.  

9.9 Withholding and Reporting Requirements.  In connection with this Plan and all 
Distributions hereunder, the Plan Administrator shall, to the extent applicable, comply with all 
tax withholding and reporting requirements imposed by any federal, state, local, or foreign taxing 
authority, and all Distributions hereunder shall be subject to any such withholding and reporting 
requirements.  The Plan Administrator shall be authorized to take any and all actions that may be 
reasonably necessary or appropriate to comply with such withholding and reporting 
requirements. 
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9.10 No Distribution in Excess of Allowed Amount of Claim.  Notwithstanding 
anything to the contrary in this Plan, the aggregate Distribution or Distributions to a Holder of a 
Claim shall not exceed the Allowed amount of such Claim.  If a Holder of an Allowed Claim 
receives a Distribution or Distributions under this Plan that exceeds the total amount of the 
related Allowed Claim, the Holder shall, within five (5) Business Days, refund such excess 
amounts the Plan Administrator.  The Plan Administrator may seek the return of any such excess 
amounts by the commencement of a contested matter or adversary proceeding in the Bankruptcy 
Court. 

9.11 De Minimis Distributions.  No Cash payment of less than ten dollars ($10.00) 
shall be made by the Plan Administrator to any Creditor unless a request is made in writing to the 
Plan Administrator to make such a payment. 

9.12 Setoff and Recoupment.  The Plan Administrator may, but shall not be required 
to, setoff against or recoup from any Claim and the Distribution to be made pursuant to this Plan 
in respect thereof, any claims or defenses of any nature whatsoever that any of the Debtors or the 
Estates may have against the Holder of such Claim, but neither the failure to do so nor the 
allowance of any Claim under this Plan shall constitute a waiver or release by the Debtors, the 
Estates, the Plan Administrator of any claim, defense, right of setoff, or recoupment that any of 
them may have against the Holder of any Claim. 

ARTICLE X 

TREATMENT OF EXECUTORY CONTRACTS AND UNEXPIRED LEASES 

10.1 Executory Contracts and Unexpired Leases Deemed Rejected.  All of the 
Debtors’ executory contracts and unexpired leases shall be deemed rejected on the Effective 
Date, except to the extent that the Debtors have (i) previously assumed or rejected an executory 
contract or unexpired lease or (ii) Filed or File a motion, prior to the Effective Date, to assume an 
executory contract or unexpired lease upon which the Bankruptcy Court has not ruled. 

10.2 License Agreements.  All parties to license agreements who are entitled to the 
election of remedies pursuant to section 365(n)(1) of the Bankruptcy Code shall be deemed to 
have (i) elected treatment pursuant to 11 U.S.C. § 365(n)(1)(A) and (ii) waived their right to 
treatment pursuant to 11 U.S.C. § 365(n)(1)(B).  However, prior to the Confirmation Hearing 
Date, such parties are entitled to a section 365(n)(1) election if they have notified the Debtors, in 
writing, of their election to proceed under subsection (B) and have waived their claims against 
the Debtors, as provided in 11 U.S.C. § 365(n)(2)(C)(i) and (ii). 

ARTICLE XI 

EFFECT OF CONFIRMATION 

11.1 Legal Binding Effect.  Except as otherwise provided in this Article XI, the 
provisions of this Plan shall bind all Holders of Claims and Interests and their respective 
successors and assigns, whether or not they accept this Plan.  On and after the Effective Date, 
except as provided in this Plan, all Holders of Claims and Interests shall be precluded from 
asserting any Claim against the Debtors, the Estates, the Plan Administrator, the Sole Director, or 
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their respective property and Assets based on any transaction or other activity, act, or omission 
of any kind that occurred prior to the Effective Date. 

11.2 Moratorium, Injunction, and Limitation of Recourse For Payment.  Subject 
to Article 6.4 hereof, from and after the Effective Date, all Persons who have held, hold, or may 
hold Claims against, or Interests in, the Debtors are permanently enjoined from taking any of the 
following actions against the Estates, the Debtors, the Sole Director, the Plan Administrator, any 
of their respective employees, managers, officers, directors, agents, attorneys, investment 
bankers, financial advisors, or other professionals, or any of their respective property or other 
Assets on account of any such Claims or Interests, except for acts or omissions that constitute 
willful misconduct, gross negligence, fraud or violations of any applicable Rules of Professional 
Conduct: (i) commencing or continuing, in any manner or in any place, any action or other 
proceeding; (ii) enforcing, attaching, collecting, or recovering in any manner any judgment, 
award, decree, or order; (iii) creating, perfecting, or enforcing any Lien or encumbrance; and (iv) 
commencing or continuing, in any manner or in any place, any action that does not comply with 
or is inconsistent with the provisions of this Plan; provided, however, that nothing contained in 
this Plan or in the Confirmation Order shall preclude (x) the Plan Administrator from pursuing 
any Causes of Action, (y) any Person from exercising their rights pursuant to or not inconsistent 
with the terms of this Plan, or (z) the Plan Administrator from exercising rights or remedies 
pursuant to and not inconsistent with the terms of this Plan. 

11.3 Exculpation and Limitation of Liability.   

(a) The Sole Director, and the Professionals retained by the Sole Director, 
first became involved in these Chapter 11 Cases after Wellgate entered liquidation proceedings 
in the British Virgin Islands, as more fully described in the Disclosure Statement.  The Sole 
Director, and the Professionals retained by the Sole Director, did not become involved in the 
Chapter 11 Cases until after the S.A. Petition Date.  The Sole Director, and the Professionals 
retained by the Sole Director, are not Insiders of the Debtors, as defined in section 101(31) of the 
Bankruptcy Code. 

(b) The Sole Director and the Professionals shall not be liable for any acts 
occurring prior to the Petition Date.   

(c) To the fullest extent permitted under, inter alia, section 1125(e) of the 
Bankruptcy Code and otherwise, no Holder of a Claim or Interest shall have any right of action 
against the Sole Director, the Debtors, the Estates, the Professionals, the Committee, including 
its members, the Plan Administrator, any of their respective employees, managers, officers, 
directors, agents, attorneys, investment bankers, financial advisors, or other professionals, or any 
of their respective property and assets for any act or omission in connection with, relating to, or 
arising out of their conduct in the Chapter 11 Cases, the promulgation of this Plan and Disclosure 
Statement, the pursuit of Confirmation hereof, the consummation hereof, or the administration of 
the Bozel S.A. Assets or the Bozel, LLC Assets, this Plan, or the property to be distributed under 
this Plan, except for acts or omissions that constitute willful misconduct, gross negligence, fraud 
or violations of any applicable Rules of Professional Conduct as determined by a Final Order.   
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(d) The Professionals retained by the Debtors, the Sole Director and the 
Committee and all of their existing and former directors, managers, officers, attorneys, and other 
professional advisors, shall have no liability for pursuing or failing to pursue any Causes of 
Action.   

(e) Notwithstanding the foregoing, nothing in this Plan shall exculpate or 
provide any other protection in favor of any of the Debtors’ employees, managers, officers, 
directors, shareholders, members, partners, agents, attorneys, investment bankers, financial 
advisors, or other professionals that were retained, employed or otherwise engaged by the 
Debtors prior to August 6, 2010. 

11.4 No Discharge of Government Claims.  Nothing in the Confirmation Order or 
this Plan shall effect a release of any claim by the United States Government or any of its 
agencies or any state and local authority whatsoever, including, without limitation, any claim 
arising under the Internal Revenue Code, the environmental laws, or any criminal laws of the 
United States or any state or local authority against the Estates, the Debtors, the Plan 
Administrator, or any of their respective employees, managers, officers, directors, agents, 
attorneys, investment bankers, financial advisors or other professionals, nor shall anything in the 
Confirmation Order or this Plan enjoin the United States or any state or local authority from 
bringing any claim, suit, action, or other proceeding against any party for any liability 
whatsoever, including, without limitation, any claim, suit, or action arising under the Internal 
Revenue Code, the environmental laws, or any criminal laws of the United States or any state or 
local authority, nor shall anything in the Confirmation Order or this Plan exculpate any party 
from any liability to the United States Government or any of its agencies or any state or local 
authority whatsoever, including any liabilities arising under the Internal Revenue Code, the 
environmental laws, or any criminal laws of the United States or any state or local authority 
against the released parties. 

ARTICLE XII 

POST-CONFIRMATION JURISDICTION 

12.1 Retention of Jurisdiction.  Pursuant to sections 105(a) and 1142 of the 
Bankruptcy Code, and notwithstanding entry of the Confirmation Order and occurrence of the 
Effective Date, the Bankruptcy Court shall retain exclusive jurisdiction over all matters arising 
out of, and related to, the Chapter 11 Cases and this Plan, including, among other things, 
jurisdiction to: 

(a) allow, disallow, determine, liquidate, classify, estimate, or 
establish the priority or secured or unsecured status of any Claim, 
including the resolution of any application or request for payment 
of any Administrative Expense Claim, and the resolution of any 
objections to the allowance or priority of Claims; 

(b) hear and determine all Professionals’ applications for 
compensation and reimbursement of expenses incurred in the 
Chapter 11 Cases; 
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(c) determine any and all adversary proceedings, motions, 
applications, and contested or litigated matters, including, but not 
limited to, all Causes of Action vested, and consider and act upon 
the compromise and settlement of any Claim against, or Causes of 
Action on behalf of, the Debtors; 

(d) enter such orders as may be necessary or appropriate to execute, 
implement, or consummate the provisions hereof, and all contracts, 
instruments, releases, and other agreements or documents created 
in connection therewith; 

(e) issue injunctions, enter and implement other orders, or take such 
other actions as may be necessary or appropriate to restrain 
interference by any Person with the implementation, 
consummation, or enforcement hereof or the Confirmation Order; 

(f) hear and determine any matters arising in connection with or 
relating to this Plan, the Disclosure Statement, the Confirmation 
Order, or any contract, instrument, release, or other agreement or 
document created in connection with this Plan, the Disclosure 
Statement, or the Confirmation Order; 

(g) enforce all orders, judgments, injunctions, releases, exculpations, 
indemnifications, and rulings entered in connection with the 
Chapter 11 Cases; 

(h) hear and determine matters concerning state, local, and federal 
taxes in accordance with sections 346, 505, and 1146 of the 
Bankruptcy Code; 

(i) hear and determine all matters related to the property of the Estates 
from and after the Effective Date; 

(j) hear and determine such other matters as may be provided in this 
Plan or the Confirmation Order and as may be authorized under the 
provisions of the Bankruptcy Code; and 

(k) enter a final decree or decrees closing a Case or the Chapter 11 
Cases. 

ARTICLE XIII 

MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS 

13.1 Modification.  The Debtors may alter, amend, or modify this Plan or any Plan 
Documents under section 1127(a) of the Bankruptcy Code at any time prior to the Confirmation 
Date.  After the Confirmation Date and prior to substantial consummation hereof, the Debtors 
may, under section 1127(b) of the Bankruptcy Code, institute proceedings in the Bankruptcy 
Court to remedy any defect or omission or reconcile any inconsistencies in this Plan, the 
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Disclosure Statement, or the Confirmation Order, and such matters as may be necessary to carry 
out the purposes and effects hereof so long as such proceedings do not materially or adversely 
affect the treatment of Holders of Claims or Interests under this Plan; provided, however, that 
prior notice of such proceedings shall be served in accordance with the Bankruptcy Rules or 
Order of the Bankruptcy Court. 

13.2 Severability of Plan Provisions.   

(a) If, prior to Confirmation, any term or provision hereof is held 
by the Bankruptcy Court to be invalid, void, or unenforceable, 
the Bankruptcy Court, at the request of the Proponents (upon 
appropriate notice to one another), shall have the power to alter 
and interpret such term or provision to make it valid or 
enforceable to the maximum extent practicable, consistent with 
the original purpose of the term or provision held to be invalid, 
void, or unenforceable, and such term or provision shall then 
be applicable as altered or interpreted.  Notwithstanding any 
such holding, alteration, or interpretation, the remainder of the 
terms and provisions hereof shall remain in full force and effect 
and shall in no way be affected, impaired, or invalidated by 
such holding, alteration, or interpretation.  The Confirmation 
Order shall constitute a judicial determination and shall provide 
that each term and provision hereof, as it may be altered or 
interpreted in accordance with the foregoing, is valid and 
enforceable pursuant to its terms;  

(b) This Plan shall be deemed to be filed on behalf of each Debtor; 
in the event of its confirmation for one Debtor but not the 
other, or the failure of confirmation of one Debtor but not the 
other, this Plan shall be deemed so severable. 

13.3 Interest Accrual.  No post-petition interest shall accrue on any Claim or 
scheduled liability. 

13.4 Allocation of Plan Distributions between Principal and Interest.  To the extent 
that any Allowed Claim entitled to a Distribution under this Plan is comprised of indebtedness 
and accrued but unpaid interest thereon, such Distribution shall, for federal income tax purposes, 
be allocated to the principal amount of the Claim first, and then, to the extent the consideration 
exceeds the principal amount of the Claim, to accrued but unpaid interest. 

13.5 Rules of Interpretation; Computation of Time.  For purposes hereof, (i) any 
reference in this Plan to a contract, instrument, release, indenture, or other agreement or 
document as being in a particular form or containing particular terms and conditions means that 
such document shall be substantially in such form or substantially on such terms and conditions; 
(ii) any reference in this Plan to an existing document or exhibit filed or to be filed means such 
document or exhibit as it may have been or may be amended, modified, or supplemented; (iii) 
unless otherwise specified, all references in this Plan to sections, articles, and exhibits, if any, are 
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references to sections, articles, and exhibits of or to this Plan; (iv) the words “herein,” “hereof,” 
and “hereto” refer to this Plan in its entirety rather than to a particular portion hereof; (v) 
captions and headings to articles and sections are inserted for convenience of reference only and 
are not intended to be a part of or to affect the interpretation hereof; and (vi) the rules of 
construction set forth in section 102 of the Bankruptcy Code and in the Bankruptcy Rules shall 
apply.  In computing any period of time prescribed or allowed by this Plan, unless otherwise 
specifically designated in this Plan, the provisions of Bankruptcy Rule 9006(a) shall apply. 

13.6 Plan Documents.  This Plan Documents are incorporated herein and are a part 
hereof as if set forth in full herein. 

13.7 Successors and Assigns.  The rights, benefits, and obligations of any Person 
named or referred to in this Plan shall be binding on, and shall inure to the benefit of, any heir, 
executor, administrator, successor, or assign of such Person. 

13.8 Governing Law.  Unless a rule of law or procedure is supplied by federal law, 
including the Bankruptcy Code and Bankruptcy Rules, (i) the construction and implementation 
hereof and any agreements, documents, and instruments executed in connection with this Plan 
and (ii) governance matters shall be governed by the laws of the State of New York, without 
giving effect to the principles of conflict of law thereof. 

13.9 Notice of Effective Date.  Within five (5) Business Days after the occurrence of 
the Effective Date, the Plan Administrator shall File with the Bankruptcy Court and mail or 
cause to be mailed to all Holders of Allowed Claims in Class 1-A (Bozel S.A. General 
Unsecured Claims), Class 1-B (Bozel, LLC General Unsecured Claims), Class 2 (pre-Petition 
Date Intercompany Claims), Class 3A (Equity Interests in Bozel S.A.), and Class 3B (Equity 
Interests in Bozel LLC) a notice that informs such Persons of (i) the entry of the Confirmation 
Order, (ii) the occurrence of the Effective Date, (iii) the identity and contact information of the 
Plan Administrator, and (iv) such other matters as the Plan Administrator deems appropriate or 
as may be ordered by the Bankruptcy Court.  The aforesaid notice shall also be served upon the 
U.S. Trustee and Filed with the Bankruptcy Court. 

ARTICLE XIV 

NOTICES 

All notices required or desired to be given pursuant to or in connection with this Plan 
shall be made to the following addresses: 

If to the Debtors:  
  
 Andrew D. Bickerton  

as Liquidator of Wellgate International 
Ltd.,  Sole Director of Bozel S.A. and 
Sole Manager of Bozel, LLC 

 

BDO Limited 
P.O. Box 34 
Sea Meadow House, Tobacco Wharf 
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Road Town 
Tortola VG1110 
BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS 
Telephone: (284) 494-3783 
Facsimile:   (284) 494-2220 
andy.bickerton@bdo.vg 

  
with a copy to:  
  

Allen G. Kadish 
Kaitlin R. Walsh 
GREENBERG TRAURIG, LLP 
200 Park Avenue 
New York, New York 10166 
Telephone:  (212) 801-9200 
Facsimile:  (212) 801-6400 
kadisha@gtlaw.com 
walshkr@gtlaw.com 
 
  and 
 
Mark D. Bloom 
333 Avenue of the Americas, Suite 4400 
Miami, Florida 33131 
Telephone: (305) 579-0500 
Facsimile: (305) 579-0717 
bloomm@gtlaw.com 
 

 

If to the Committee: 
 

Douglas Pick, Esq. 
Pick & Zabicki LLP 
369 Lexington Ave, 12th Floor 
New York, NY 10017 
Tel:  (212) 695-6000 
Fax: (212) 695-6007 
email: dpick@picklaw.net 

 

 

If to the Plan Administrator:  
  

At such address as shall be  
provided by the Plan Administrator 
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with a copy to: 
 
Douglas Pick, Esq. 
Pick & Zabicki LLP 
369 Lexington Ave, 12th Floor 
New York, NY 10017 
Tel:  (212) 695-6000 
Fax: (212) 695-6007 
email: dpick@picklaw.net 
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Exhibit A 
 

EXHIBIT A TO THE PLAN 

Plan Administrator 

 

 The Plan Administrator shall be Vitold Jordan or as otherwise set forth in the 
Confirmation Order.  For purposes of Article XIV, the address of the Plan Administrator is: 

  Vitold Jordan 
  637 Roslyn Avenue 
  Westmount, QC Canada + 1342v1  
 
 The Plan Administrator’s compensation shall be $1,000 per month from each of the 
Debtors’ estates plus reasonable expenses. 
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Exhibit B 
MIA182,237,842-3 

EXHIBIT B TO THE DISCLOSURE STATEMENT 

Liquidation Analysis 
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Attorney Work Product
Privileged and Confidential

Bozel S.A.
Liquidation Analysis Chapter 7 Conversion Ch. 11 Post Confirmation Plan Administration

Notes

Book Value as of 
12/21/11

(Unaudited) Recovery % Estimated Liquidation Value Recovery % Estimated Liquidation Value
I. Assets Low High Low High
Cash - Bozel  S.A. Checking (as of 12/21/11) 1 7,099$                   100.00% 7,099$               7,099$           100.00% 7,099$               7,099$           
Cash - Bozel  S.A. Money Market (as of 12/21/11) 1 887,111                 100.00% 887,111             887,111         100.00% 887,111             887,111         
Due from Spearhead 2 885,740                 0.00% -                    -                0.00% -                    -                

Total Assets 1,779,950$             894,210$           894,210$       894,210$           894,210$       

Other Assets to be Monetized
Recoveries From Avoidance Actions 3 -                    -                49,000               2,900,000      

Gross Estimated Proceeds Available for Distribution 894,210$           894,210$       943,210$           3,794,210$    

II. Distribution Of Proceeds
U.S. Trustee Fees (Chapter 11) 4 9,750                 9,750             9,750                 9,750             
Chapter 7 Trustee Fees 5 8,253                 7,224             -                    -                
Available for Other Administrative and Unsecured Claims 885,957$           886,986$       933,460$           3,784,460$    

Professional and Other Expenses (Chapter 11) 6 747,516             747,516         934,395             934,395         
Less: Amount made Available to Administrator 6 -                    -                (400,000)           (400,000)        
Plan Administrator Fee (Chapter 11) 7 -                    -                15,000               15,000           
Cost to Pursue Avoidance Actions by Plan Administrator 8 -                    -                14,700               870,000         

Total Other Administrative Claims 747,516$           747,516$       564,095$           1,419,395$    
Total Administrative Claims Recovery 100.00% 100.00% 100% 100%

Total Available for Unsecured Claims 138,440$           139,470$       369,365$           2,365,065$    

Class 1 - General Unsecured Claims Estimated
1A - Bozel S.A. General Unsecured Claims 9 24,257,128$           24,257,128$    

Total Class 1 General Unsecured Claims 24,257,128$           138,440$           139,470$       369,365$           2,365,065$    
Total Class 1 Recovery 0.57% 0.57% 1.52% 9.75%

Total Available for Intercompany Claims -$                  -$              -$                  -$              

Class 2 - Intercompany Claims
Bozel S.A. Intercompany Claims 10 9,989,278$             9,989,278        -                    -                -                    -                

Total Class 2 Intercompany Claims 9,989,278$             -$                  -$              -$                  -$              
Total Class 2 Recovery -   -                -   -   

Total Available for Equity Interests -$                  -$              -$                  -$              

Class 3 - Equity Interests
1A - Bozel S.A. Equity Interests 11 -$                       -                    -                -                    -                

Total Class 3 Equity Interests -$                       -$                  -$              -$                  -$              
Total Class 3 Recovery -   -   -   -   
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MIA 182,205,809v1 10-20-11 

Bozel S.A.  
Notes to Estimated Liquidation Analysis 
October 31, 2011 
 
The statements in this hypothetical liquidation analysis (the “Liquidation Analysis”), including 
estimates of allowed claims, were prepared solely to assist the Bankruptcy Court in making the 
findings required under section 1129 (a)(7) of the Bankruptcy Code and they may not be used or 
relied upon for any other purpose.  Capitalized terms used but not otherwise defined herein shall 
have the meaning ascribed thereto in the Joint Chapter 11 Plan of Liquidation, dated December 
23, 2011 (the “Plan”), or the accompanying Disclosure Statement.  
 
The Debtors believe that any analysis of a hypothetical liquidation is necessarily speculative. 
There are a number of estimates and assumptions underlying this Liquidation Analysis that are 
inherently subject to significant economic, competitive and operational uncertainties and 
contingencies beyond the control of the Debtors or a Chapter 7 Trustee. Neither this Liquidation 
Analysis, nor the financial information on which it is based, have been examined or reviewed by 
independent accountants in accordance with standards promulgated by the American Institute of 
Certified Public Accountants.  There can be no assurance that actual results would not vary 
materially from the hypothetical results presented in this Liquidation Analysis. 
 
Asset and liability amounts are based on the Debtors’ November 30, 2011 balance sheets, 
adjusted for certain significant events of the intervening period. In addition, significant 
assumptions were applied in determining estimated amounts in a full, forced liquidation of all 
assets for the benefit of creditors. All amounts are subject to change as more accurate 
information becomes available or assumptions are modified. 
 
Given the circumstances leading to the appointment of Andrew Bickerton as the Sole Managing 
Director of Bozel S.A., including, but not limited to, the lengthy litigation with Marengére, the 
contents of the books and records utilized to complete this Liquidation Analysis have not been 
fully verified, may not be fully accurate, correct or able to be relied upon or trusted. While the 
Debtors have exercised their best efforts to ensure that this Liquidation Analysis is accurate and 
complete, based on information that was available at the time of preparation, inadvertent errors 
or omissions may exist. 

 
Notes to the Liquidation Analysis 
 
1. Cash on hand – This represents the actual cash balance on hand as of December 22, 2011. It 

should be noted that certain professional fees and other administrative expenses listed below 
will be disbursed from these funds. 

2. Due from Spearhead – Prior to its establishment in Luxembourg in 2007, certain funds were 
raised on behalf of Bozel S.A. by Marengére. Based on the limited information available, it 
appears those funds were received into another Marengére related entity, Spearhead 
Management Canada, Ltd. Forensic investigation has yet to uncover evidence of the funds 
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being remitted to Bozel S.A. after it was formally established. Based on information 
available with regard to Spearhead, recovery of this amount is doubtful. 

3. Recoveries From Avoidance Actions - This is an estimate of the potential low and high value 
of the Avoidance Actions based on a preliminary analysis of the actions that the Debtors 
believe are sustainable and recoverable.  See Exhibit C to the Disclosure Statement for a non-
exhaustive list of preserved Causes of Action, including the Avoidance Actions.   

4. U.S. Trustee Fees – This represents the U.S. Trustee fees payable as of December 31, 2011, 
as well as the estimated fees to be accrued based on disbursements through March 31, 2011. 

5. Chapter 7 Trustee Fee – This fee is based on the statutory scale established by section 326 of 
the Bankruptcy Code. Assuming the conversion as of January 31, 2012, it is estimated that a 
Chapter 7 Trustee would assume control of between $933,460 and $3,784,460 to be 
disbursed.  This range includes possible recoveries from Avoidance Actions.  Based on that 
assumption, the Chapter 7 Trustee’s fees are estimated to be a maximum of $83,000 and will 
depend upon recoveries, the cost to pursue the Avoidance Actions, and net amounts 
distributed.  

6. Payment of Professional and Other Expenses – This analysis assumes that certain 
professional fees and other post-petition administrative expenses will be paid pursuant to the 
Plan and subject to section 7.3 thereof from cash on hand. This does not include the 
administrative claim filed by DGM, the French law firm that provided legal services to Bozel 
Europe post-petition, in the amount of $96,843, which is anticipated to be subject to 
objection or motion for allowance. The Chapter 7 Conversion, any unpaid Chapter 11 
Professional Fees will have administrative status. Those fees have been allocated between the 
Bozel S.A. and Bozel, LLC estates based on a review of time records from.  

7. Plan Administrator Fee – The Plan provides that a Plan Administrator will be appointed to 
administer the Plan.  The Plan Administrator will a) pursue Avoidance Actions; b) object to 
claims; and c) pay allowed claims their pro-rata share of any remaining cash of the estate.  
The Plan Administrator will be compensated at $1,000 per month plus reasonable expenses. 
The estimate shown includes fees and expenses for 12 months.  

8. Cost to Pursue Avoidance Actions by the Plan Administrator - This assumes that the 
professionals retained by the Plan Administrator to pursue the Avoidance Actions will be 
paid on a contingency basis entitled to 30% of any recovery derived from the Avoidance 
Actions.  

9. Class 1A General Unsecured Claims – Schedule I attached to this Liquidation Analysis 
presents the claims scheduled and filed against Bozel S.A., along with the Debtor’s 
preliminary estimate of allowable balance after assumed objections are filed. The Plan 
provides that the Plan Administrator will have full discretion in pursuing the Avoidance 
Actions. 

10. Class 2 Intercompany Claims – Intercompany claims against Bozel S.A. include those of 
Bozel, LLC ($9,486,568). In accordance with the Plan, all intercompany claims between 
Bozel. S.A, Bozel Mineracao, and Bozel Europe are canceled. 
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11. Equity Interests – Equity interests are assumed to have no value, but in the event that all 
Allowed Class 1A General Unsecured Claims are paid in full, excess funds would flow to 
Wellgate as sole equity holder. 
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SCHEDULE 1

SA - Claims Reconciliation 1 of 2 Privileged and Confidential

Bozel SA
Claim Summary

Claim 
# Claimant Basis For Claim Claim Status Date Filed Amount Per Claim

Amount per 
Schedules C

on
tin

.

U
nl

iq
.

D
is

p. Amount Paid/
Objected 1

Estimated 
Allowed 
Claim 1

1 Guedes, Nunes, Et Al. Unpaid Legal Work Unsecured 5/24/2010 48,754$                 48,754$           x x x -                 48,754$         

2
Trafalgar Capital Specialized 
Investment Fund Judgment and Contracts Secured - 1,587,900              1,634,606        (1,788,506)     -                

3
City of New York Department of 
Finance Unpaid taxes Priority 8/12/2010 148,500                 148,500           x x x -                 -                

4 373 Florida Corp (M. Marengere)
Breach of Management 
and Operation Agreement Unsecured 9/23/2010 1,144,800              1,144,800        x x x (1,144,800)     -                

5 Crastvell Trading Limited Monies Loaned/Judgment Secured 12/15/2010 16,495,941            15,176,502      (16,971,014)   -                

6 Benjamin Alon Shaw

Class B Warrant 
Instrument dated 1/31/08, 
as amended 3/11/08 Unsecured 1/8/2011 -                         -                   x x x -                 -                

7 Citation Capital Management Limited

Commissions earned in 
connection with Crastvell 
loan agreements Unsecured 1/8/2011 324,628                 324,628           x x x -                 324,628         

8 Citation Capital Management Limited Class B Warrant Unsecured 1/11/2011 -                         -                   x x x -                 -                
9 Regus Luxembourg SA Services: Office Space Unsecured 2/23/2011 11,232                   5,000               x x x -                 11,232           

10 Benjamin Alon Shaw

Class B Warrant 
Instrument dated 1/31/08, 
as amended 3/11/08 Unsecured 4/6/2011 10,000,000            -                   x x x -                 10,000,000    

11
Citation Capital Management Limited 
2 Class B Warrant Unsecured 4/6/2011 10,000,000            -                   x x x -                 10,000,000    

12 Kelty Inc. Money Loaned Unsecured 4/15/2011 46,053                   -                   x x x -                 46,053           
13 1553283 Ontario Inc Money Loaned Unsecured 4/15/2011 253,294                 -                   x x x -                 253,294         
14 ECIL Ltda 3 Goods Sold Unsecured 4/29/2011 11,787,512            -                   x x x (11,787,512)   -                
15 BDR Consulting Consulting Agreement Unsecured 4/28/2011 322,608                 -                   x x x (322,608)        -                
16 Donald W Eastveld Unpaid Loans Unsecured 5/4/2011 107,920                 -                   x x x -                 107,920         
17 Norman Meyers Unpaid Loans Unsecured 5/5/2011 54,715                   -                   x x x -                 54,715           
18 Vitold Jordan Unpaid Fees Unsecured 5/3/2011 450,000                 -                   x x x -                 450,000         
19 Eastveld Realties Canada Corp Unpaid Loans Unsecured 5/4/2011 423,758                 -                   x x x -                 423,758         
20 Landwell Associes Services Performed Unsecured 5/4/2011 20,929                   16,000             x x x -                 20,929           
21 Michele Cote Unpaid Commissions Unsecured 5/3/2011 175,000                 -                   x x x -                 175,000         
22 Wellgate International Ltd Equity Interest Unsecured 5/6/2011 -                         -                   x x x -                 -                
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SCHEDULE 1

SA - Claims Reconciliation 2 of 2 Privileged and Confidential

Bozel SA
Claim Summary

Claim 
# Claimant Basis For Claim Claim Status Date Filed Amount Per Claim

Amount per 
Schedules C

on
tin

.

U
nl

iq
.

D
is

p. Amount Paid/
Objected 1

Estimated 
Allowed 
Claim 1

23 NYC Department of Finance Unpaid Tax Admin 5/27/2011 29,700                   -                   x x x -                 -                
24 BDR Consulting Services performed Unsecured 6/29/2011 322,972                 -                   x x x (206,128)        116,845         

25 DGM Et Associes (D. Riche Counsel) Services performed Admin 7/1/2011 96,843                   -                   x x x (96,843)          -                
Total Filed Claims 53,853,059$          22,033,128$  

Scheduled Claims
Wellgate International Ltd Unsecured 1,971,000        x x x 1,971,000$    
Bozel Europe S.A.S Unsecured 450,000           x x x (450,000)        -                
Pinsent Masons LLP Unsecured 150,000           x x x 150,000         
Guedes, Nunes, et al Unsecured 81,151             x x x (81,151)          -                
Bird & Bird Unsecured 30,000             x x x 30,000           
Conyers, Dill & Pearman Unsecured 30,000             x x x 30,000           
Edwin & Coe LLP Unsecured 25,000             x x x 25,000           
Lorang & Roberto Avocats Unsecured 10,000             x x x 10,000           
Kleyr, Grasso Associes Unsecured 5,000               x x x 5,000             
Regus Brazil Unsecured 3,000               x x x 3,000             

Total Scheduled Claims 2,771,151$      2,224,000$    

Total Filed and Scheduled Claims 56,624,210$    24,257,128$  

1. Subject to reduction or disallowance. 
2. Cliam 11 is a duplicate of Claim 10.
3. ECIL claim was filed against Bozel S.A., but is now properly reflected in the Bozel, LLC claims.

Intercompany Claims Detail - Class 2 Claims
Due to Bozel LLC - Prepetition Trafalgar Debt Paydown Unsecured 4,612,000        x x x (4,612,000)     -$              
Due to Bozel LLC - Prepetition Crastvell Debt Paydown Unsecured 1,567,568        x x x (1,567,568)     -                
Due to Bozel LLC - Lattice Legal Settlement Unsecured 3,307,000        x x x (3,307,000)     -                
Due to Bozel LLC - Other Unreimbursed Bozel SA Expenses Unsecured 502,710           x x x (502,710)        -                

Total Other Claims -$              
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Attorney Work Product
Privileged and Confidential

Bozel, LLC
Liquidation Analysis Chapter 7 Conversion Ch. 11 Post Confirmation Plan Administration

Notes

Book Value as of 
12/21/11

(Unaudited) Recovery % Estimated Liquidation Value Recovery % Estimated Liquidation Value
I. Assets Low High Low High
Cash - Bozel, LLC (as of 12/21/11) 1 119,199                  100.00% 119,199             119,199             100.00% 100,000             100,000             
Due from Powerbras 2 1,109,500               0.00% -                     -                     0.00% -                     -                     

Total Assets 1,228,699$             119,199$           119,199$           100,000$           100,000$           

Other Assets to be Monetized
Recoveries From Avoidance Actions 3 0% 49,000               100,000             0% -                     -                     

Gross Estimated Proceeds Available for Distribution 168,199$           219,199$           100,000$           100,000$           

II. Distribution Of Proceeds
U.S. Trustee Fees (Chapter 11) 4 975                    975                    975                    975                    
Chapter 7 Trustee Fee 5 6,161                 6,161                 -                     -                     
Available for Other Administrative and Unsecured Claims 162,038$           213,038$           99,025$             99,025.00$        

Professional and Other Expenses (Chapter 11) 6 186,879$           186,879$           -$                   -$                   
Fiduciary Fees and Expenses 7 -                     -                     70,000               70,000               
Cost to Pursue Avoidance Actions by the Chapter 7 Trustee 8 14,700               30,000               -                     -                     

Total Other Administrative Claims 201,579$           216,879$           70,000$             70,000$             
Total Administrative Claims Recovery 80.38% 98.23% 0.00% 0.00%

Total Available for Unsecured Claims -$                   -$                   29,025$             29,025$             

Class 1 - General Unsecured Claims (Excluding Intercompany Claims) Estimated
1B - Bozel, LLC General Unsecured Claims 8 12,179,951             12,179,951    -                     -                     29,025               29,025               

Total Class 1 General Unsecured Claims 12,179,951$           -$                   -$                   29,025$             29,025$             
Total Class 1 Recovery 0.00% 0.00% 0.24% 0.24%

Total Available for Intercompany Claims -$                   -$                   -$                   -$                   

Class 2 - Intercompany Claims
Bozel, LLC Intercompany Claims 9 17,119,441             -                 -                     -                     -                     -                     

Total Class 2 Intercompany Claims 17,119,441$           -$                   -$                   -$                   -$                   
Total Class 2 Recovery -   -   -   -   

Cash Proceeds to Equity (Bozel S.A.) -$                   -$                   -$                   -$                   
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Bozel, LLC  
Notes to Estimated Liquidation Analysis 
December 23, 2011 
 
The statements in the hypothetical liquidation analysis (the “Liquidation Analysis”), including 
estimates of allowed claims and the value of the Avoidance Actions, were prepared solely to 
assist the Bankruptcy Court in making the findings required under section 1129 (a)(7) of the 
Bankruptcy Code and they may not be used or relied upon for any other purpose.  Capitalized 
terms used but not otherwise defined herein shall have the meaning ascribed thereto in the Joint 
Chapter 11 Plan of Liquidation, dated December 23, 2011 (the “Plan”), or the accompanying 
Disclosure Statement.  
 
The Debtors believe that any analysis of a hypothetical liquidation is necessarily speculative. 
There are a number of estimates and assumptions underlying this Liquidation Analysis that are 
inherently subject to significant economic, competitive and operational uncertainties and 
contingencies beyond the control of the Debtors or a Chapter 7 Trustee. Neither this Liquidation 
Analysis, nor the financial information on which it is based, have been examined or reviewed by 
independent accountants in accordance with standards promulgated by the American Institute of 
Certified Public Accountants.  There can be no assurance that actual results would not vary 
materially from the hypothetical results presented in this Liquidation Analysis. 
 
Asset and liability amounts are based on the Bozel, LLC’s November 30, 2011 balance sheets, 
adjusted for certain significant events of the intervening period. In addition, significant 
assumptions were applied in determining estimated amounts in a full, forced liquidation of all 
assets for the benefit of creditors. All amounts are subject to change as more accurate 
information becomes available or assumptions are modified. 
 
Given the circumstances leading to the appointment of Andrew Bickerton as the Sole Managing 
Director of Bozel S.A., including, but not limited to, the lengthy litigation with Marengére, the 
contents of the books and records utilized to complete this liquidation analysis have not been 
fully verified, may not be fully accurate, correct or able to be relied upon or trusted. These 
unverified items include, inter alia, the result of a preliminary investigation of the Wachovia 
bank account records, transaction details, and other compiled items of Bozel, LLC. While Bozel, 
LLC has exercised its best efforts to ensure that the Liquidation Analysis is accurate and 
complete, based on information that was available at the time of preparation, inadvertent errors 
or omissions may exist.  
 
Notes to the Liquidation Analysis 

 
1. Cash on hand – Pursuant to sections 7.3(b) and 7.3(c) of the Plan, the $100,000 cash 

transferred to the Plan Administrator may be reduced by up to $50,000 if required Bozel, 
LLC tax filings are prepared by BDO and are filed on or before the Effective Date of the 
Plan; if BDO prepares and files the returns on or before the Effective Date, then BDO shall 
be paid for its tax preparation work in accordance with its revised retention agreement and 
cash transferred to the Plan Administrator shall be reduced by the amount of BDO’s charges 
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for the tax preparation, not to exceed $50,000.  If the tax filings are made after the Effective 
Date, the Plan Administrator will pay BDO for the tax services rendered, not to exceed 
$50,000. 

2. Due from Powerbras SA – Powerbras SA is an entity affiliated through common ownership 
by the ultimate parent, Wellgate. 

3. Recoveries from Avoidance Actions – Pursuant to section 7.3(f) of the Plan, all Causes of 
Action of Bozel, LLC are deemed assigned to Bozel S.A. to be pursued by the Plan 
Administrator in full and final settlement of all Bozel S.A. Administrative Expense Claims 
against Bozel, LLC.  

4. U.S. Trustee Fees – This represents the U.S. Trustee fees payable as of December 31, 2011, 
as well as the estimated fees to be accrued based on disbursements through March 31, 2011. 

5. Chapter 7 Trustee Fee – This fee is based on the statutory scale established by section 326 of 
the Bankruptcy Code. Assuming the conversion as of January 31, 2012, it is estimated that a 
Chapter 7 Trustee would assume control of $118,224 to be disbursed.  The Chapter 7 
Trustee’s fees are estimated to be $6,161.  

6. Professional and Other Expenses (Chapter 11) – Represents professional fees incurred on 
behalf of Bozel, LLC from January 2011 to Confirmation based upon a review of time 
records for that period. 

7. Fiduciary Fees and Expenses – Includes Plan Administrator fees of $4,500 (3 months at 
$1,000 per month plus $500 of expenses), estimated legal fees of $15,500 and United States 
Tax return preparation fees of $50,000.  

8. Cost to Pursue Avoidance Actions by the Chapter 7 Trustee- This assumes that the 
professionals retained by the Chapter 7 Trustee to pursue the Avoidance Actions will be paid 
on a contingency basis entitled to 30% of any recovery derived from the Avoidance Actions.  

9. Class 1B General Unsecured Claims – The following table presents the claims scheduled and 
filed against Bozel, LLC, along with their preliminary estimated allowable balance after 
assumed objections. 

 
Claim 

# Claimant Basis For Claim Date Filed
Amount Per 

Claim
Amount per 
Schedules C

on
tin

.

U
nl

iq
.

D
is

p. Amount 
Objected

Estimated 
Allowed Claim Notes

1 Crastvell Trading Limited Legal Fees/Indemnity 3/22/2011 392,439$      -$                 x x x -                392,439$           
3 373 Florida Corp Breach of Management 5/5/2011 962,200        -                   x x x (962,200)       -                     
4 ECIL Ltda Goods Sold 4/29/2011 11,787,512   -                   x x x -                11,787,512        1

Total Filed Claims 12,179,951$      

1. Subject to reduction or disallowance.

 
10. Class 2 Intercompany Claims – Pursuant to Section 5.2 of the Plan, pre-Petition date 

intercompany claims against Bozel, LLC are eliminated and discharged.  
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EXHIBIT C TO THE DISCLOSURE STATEMENT 

Non-exhaustive list of preserved Causes of Action 
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 2 

 

Party
1
 Retained Cause of Action

2
 

373 Florida Corp. Avoidance actions; breach of fiduciary 
duties; breach of contract; conversion; 
misappropriation; subordination 

845 Florida Corp.  Avoidance actions 

AbmmIndustries, Inc. Avoidance actions 

AFI Enterprises Avoidance actions 

AGD B.V. Avoidance actions 

AGD Research B.V. Avoidance actions 

Andrew J. Befumo PLLC Client Trust / 
Befumo & Schaeffer, PLLC 

Avoidance actions 

Avocat Marleen Watte-Bollen Avoidance actions 

Barnes Wendling CPAs, Inc. Avoidance actions 

Bernice Kaminski Avoidance actions 

Bird & Bird Avoidance actions 

Boca Raton Resort & Club Avoidance actions 

Bozel Mineração, S.A. Accounts receivable and avoidance actions 

Bozel Europe S.A.S.  Accounts receivable and avoidance actions 

CE International B.V.  Avoidance actions 

Conyers, Dill & Pearman Avoidance actions 

Corsair Advisors Inc. / Joseph Galda Avoidance actions 

Creative Funding Group LLC Avoidance actions 

Edwin & Coe LLP Avoidance actions 

Erwin Jaeger Avoidance actions 

European American Advisors Avoidance actions 

Fidepar S.A. Avoidance actions 

Groupe Vision D’ Affaires Inc. / Michel Cote Avoidance actions 

Hrbek Law LLC Avoidance actions 

Industrie & Finanzkontor Avoidance actions 

Japan Metals & Chemicals, Co., Ltd. (and 
affiliates) 

Accounts receivable 

Jeffery Tabin Avoidance actions 

Jessica Jekkel  Avoidance actions 

Jesup & Lamont Avoidance actions 

                                                 
1 If a party is an entity, then the Debtors reserve their right to pursue an action against such entity’s shareholder, 
manager, member, partner, parent, subsidiary or affiliate. 

2 The potential causes of action listed in this table are not exhaustive.  Nothing contained herein shall be deemed to 
be a waiver or relinquishment of any rights or causes of action that the Debtors may have or choose to assert on 
behalf of their respective estates under any provision of the Bankruptcy Code or any applicable non-bankruptcy law. 
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 3 

Party
3
 Retained Cause of Action

4
 

Joseph G. Makowski LLC Avoidance actions 

Kim Douglas Sherman, Esq. Avoidance actions 

Kleyr, Grasso Associes Avoidance actions 

Landwell & Associes Avoidance actions 

Leib Recovery Solutions, LLC Avoidance actions 

London Stock Exchange plc Avoidance actions 

Lorang & Roberto Avocats Avoidance actions 

Mazars Moores Avoidance actions 

Michel L. Marengére Avoidance actions; breach of fiduciary 
duties; breach of contract; conversion; 
misappropriation; subordination 

MMR Consulting Inc. Avoidance actions 

Nabarro Wells Avoidance actions 

Osler, Hoskin & Harcourt LLP Avoidance actions 

Plontey Corp.  Avoidance actions 

Regus Brazil 
Regus Management Group, LLC 
Regus plc 

Avoidance actions 

Rockwell Insurance Services LLC Avoidance actions 

Servidel Inc. / Jacques R. Delorme Avoidance actions 

Shephard Lane Attorney Escrow Account / 
Lane & Seidman, LLP  

Avoidance actions 

Smith Williams 
Smith & Williamson Limited 

Avoidance actions 

Spearhead America, Inc. 
Spearhead Ltd. Inc. 
Spearhead Management 
Spearhead Management Canada Ltd. 

Avoidance actions; breach of fiduciary 
duties; breach of contract; conversion; 
misappropriation; subordination 

Stephan Le Goueff Avoidance actions 

Stillwater Trade Capital LLC  Avoidance actions 

Vitold Jordan  Avoidance actions 

Wealth Management International USA Avoidance actions 

 

 

                                                 
3 If a party is an entity, then the Debtors reserve their right to pursue an action against such entity’s shareholder, 
manager, member, partner, parent, subsidiary or affiliate. 

4 The potential causes of action listed in this table are not exhaustive.  Nothing contained herein shall be deemed to 
be a waiver or relinquishment of any rights or causes of action that the Debtors may have or choose to assert on 
behalf of their respective estates under any provision of the Bankruptcy Code or any applicable non-bankruptcy law. 
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